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Abstract
Many enterprises use ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) systems to execute and record
their business processes. For all relevant departments of a company, e.g., sales and distribution, accounting, or controlling, ERP systems like SAP ERP provide solutions. However,
those business processes are often not executed efficiently. From an economic point of
view, it would be negligent not to use the recorded data to optimize the processes and
save resources. Using process mining, one can identify bottlenecks and inefficiencies of
real-life process executions. To apply existing algorithms to discover process models (process discovery), verify existing process models (conformance checking) and improve those
(enhancement), or analyze performance measures, one needs to extract an event log from
the ERP system’s database. Since processes from ERP systems often involve several object
types and do not provide a unique case notion, Object-Centric Process Mining (OCPM)
is more suited for process analysis than traditional process mining since it considers the
interaction of objects without the notion of a case id. This thesis conducts a case study
of the inventory process in SAP ERP to enable the object-centric process analysis of an
ERP process. We simulate the process and populate an SAP ERP system with regular
executions. Next, we extract an object-centric event log from the database to discover
a process model using OCPM. Finally, we analyze two different scenarios of the process.
Results show that even the inventory process as a well-defined ERP process may cause
organizational friction.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Taking event log as input, process mining algorithms discover process models that give
insight into real-life process executions. This way, bottlenecks and inefficiencies can be
identified — moreover, techniques like conformance checking or enhancement help verify
existing process models or improve them. Traditional event logs contain events that refer
to an activity, a timestamp, and a case identifier. A case identifier assigns an event to one
specific process execution/instance. OCPM can be used for processes that involve several
kinds of objects and do not provide a unique case notion. For these kinds of processes,
OCPM delivers better results [12, 17].
The deployment of ERP systems is already at a high level and is even expected to rise
further in the near future [25]. In 2019, the value of software revenue amounted to $39
billion. It is expected that the software market value will increase up to $78.4 billion
by 2026. Within a company that uses an ERP system, 26% of the workers are in touch
with it [25]. Hence, many different human beings interact with the system - not only
trained personnel. This circumstance potentially increases the degree of organizational
friction, the fact that the least frequent behavior causes a large part of performance issues
[12].
To make the best use of the data stored automatically by ERP systems, several steps are
necessary while solid data and domain knowledge is required. Not many works exist that
apply process mining algorithms to event data of ERP processes. Even fewer contributions
can be found in connection with the new field of object-centric process mining, although
it has been shown that ERP processes are often more suited for this kind of analysis
[22].
The Order To Cash (O2C) and Purchase To Pay (P2P) process are typical examples of
processes that have been studied extensively already [6, 7, 10, 20]. They are destined for
the application of object-centric process mining because they involve several object types
and not a single case notion. The O2C process, for instance, involves the object types
order, item, package and route. Between them, there are predominantly one-to-many and
many-to-many relationships. An event of type place order refers to one order, one or
multiple items and no package and route. In contrast, an event of type pack item refers
to one order, one ore multiple items, one package and no routes. The activity start route
refers to no order or item, one or multiple packages and exactly one route. 1.1 gives an
1
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example illustrating that there is no unique case notion.
Table 1.1: Fragment of a conceptual event log of the O2C process.
activity

timestamp

...
place order
...
pick item
...
pack item
...
pick item
...
pack item
...
start route
...

...
20-7-2021:08.15
...
21-7-2021:07.23
...
21-7-2021:08.59
...
21-7-2021:09.13
...
21-7-2021:11.12
...
22-7-2021:12.29
...

order
...
{o1}
...
{o1}
...
{o1}
...
{o1}
...
{o1}
...
∅
...

object identifiers
item
package
...
...
{i1, i2, i3}
∅
...
...
{i1}
∅
...
...
{i1}
{p1}
...
...
{i2}
∅
...
...
{i2}
{p1}
...
...
∅
{p1, p2}
...
...

route
...
∅
...
∅
...
∅
...
∅
...
∅
...
{r1}
...

The only way to still apply conventional process mining techniques is to choose one case
identifier and flatten the log accordingly. Let us assume that we pick item as the case
identifier. The flattened event log of the fragment in table 1.1 would look as in table
1.2.
Table 1.2: Event log after flattening. Item is chosen as case identifier.
activity

timestamp

...
place order
place order
place order
...
pick item
...
pack item
...
pick item
...
pack item
...

...
20-7-2021:08.15
20-7-2021:08.15
20-7-2021:08.15
...
21-7-2021:07.23
...
21-7-2021:08.59
...
21-7-2021:09.13
...
21-7-2021:11.12
...

order
...
{o1}
{o1}
{o1}
...
{o1}
...
{o1}
...
{o1}
...
{o1}
...

object identifiers
item package route
...
...
...
{i1}
∅
∅
{i2}
∅
∅
{i3}
∅
∅
...
...
...
{i1}
∅
∅
...
...
...
{i1}
{p1}
∅
...
...
...
{i2}
∅
∅
...
...
...
{i2}
{p1}
∅
...
...
...

We see that the event of type place order has been replicated. This data issue is known
as convergence. Consequently, the performance analysis (costs, times, frequencies) of the
process would be distorted.
Moreover, we see that the event of type start route disappeared. This is because the event
did not refer to any item. We call this data issue deficiency.
2
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Another problem that may occur is called divergence. Therefore, we assume that for the
event log in table 1.1, order is chosen as case identifier. In this case, discovery algorithms
would derive the directly-follows-relation pack item → pick item. The resulting process
model would be falsified since an item is always picked before it is packed.
To avoid these data issues, OCPM algorithms can be applied since these techniques do
not require a single case identifier and that each event refers to precisely one case.
The inventory process in SAP ERP is a process that also involves several different object
types with similar relationships. Also, it does not provide a unique case notion. However,
to be able to apply (object-centric) process mining and derive meaningful insights, we must
overcome some challenges that are related to the fact that this process is not a process as
regular and scrutinized as, for example, the O2C process.
In this thesis, we apply an exemplary case study of the inventory process in SAP ERP. We
use the SAP GUI to determine the process suitable for object-centric analysis since it contains transactions with several input parameters referring to different object types. After
introducing SAP’s Warehouse Management (WM), the component in which the inventory
is performed, and studying the process, we abstract a set of activities and define a schema
for the later event log. Having gained sufficient domain knowledge, we simulate the process. Therefore, we create a CPN (colored Petri net) as a simulation model that generates
a set of commands. A transformation component makes these commands executable and
remotely performs the simulated actions in the SAP system. With the SAP system in a
state that contains a solid amount of data from regular executed inventory procedures, we
must then extract an object-centric event log. Therefore, we require various SAP tables,
especially so-called change tables, containing information about which tables have been
changed, how they have been modified, and when the change has happened. Since the
change tables in our SAP system do not record the changes in the WM component, we
must find a workaround to still be able to apply OCPM techniques. Figure 1.1 gives an
overview of the pipeline of techniques.
Finally, we apply existing algorithms for object-centric analysis and traditional process
mining before comparing the results. Therefore, we distinguish between two different
scenarios of the inventory process.
Results indicate that by using object-centric process mining, we can derive interesting
insights into real-life process executions of the inventory process. However, also traditional process discovery provides some implications that may help enterprises optimize
their processes. This is because the inventory process yields a low level of data convergence/divergence after flattening the log to a unique case notion.

1.1

Motivation

An ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) system is application software employed by complex enterprises. Business processes from all departments can be managed through the
respective module, such as production, accounting, or customer services. The system
automatically stores the data from related operations in a common database. Before deploying the system, organizational data can be defined in advance to adapt the system
to the characteristics of the enterprise. The large amounts of stored data contain, among
other things, information about regular business process executions that can be valuable
3
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ERP Simulator
Transformation
Engine

Simulation
Engine

Figure 1.1: The pipeline of techniques at a glance.
when applying process mining. Therefore, the data must be extracted and transformed
into a suitable format. In particular, ERP processes interact with and involve various
objects, and thus it is difficult to identify a single case notion for a process [22]. Hence,
OCPM is often more suited for ERP processes.
An essential prerequisite to applying process mining is to define the notion of activities.
Therefore, the ERP business process should be abstracted as a preliminary measure. In the
case of SAP ERP, transactions are used to perform the desired actions. Usually, there are
different possible transactions to accomplish a specific action. Moreover, SAP transactions
usually have numerous different functionalities. Hence, sufficient domain knowledge is
necessary to define a fixed set of activity names and – in the case of OCPM – also object
types. To apply process mining algorithms that help optimize a business process, we need
an event log representative of process executions through humans. ERP systems of realworld enterprises contain thousands of different tables storing large amounts of data from
their day-to-day business operations, recorded over a long period. Since we do not have
an ERP system of a real company, we first need to populate an educational SAP system.
Once the SAP tables are enriched with data, we should extract an object-centric event
log. This step is not trivial since the subset of relevant tables should be identified before
filtering for data according to the previously defined object types.

1.2

Research Goals

This thesis aims to conduct a case study of applying OCPM to a real business process
from an ERP system. The subject of this study is the (continuous) inventory process in
SAP ERP. Therefore, we follow several steps that build on each other.
• Study the selected process by inspecting the SAP system’s presentation and database
4
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layer and abstract it to the notions of OCPM.
• Automatically populate an educational SAP ERP system with regular and realistic
executions of the selected process by simulation.
• Extract an object-centric event log from the database of the SAP ERP system while
using the previously declared activities and and object types.
• Analyze the selected process using traditional and object-centric process mining
algorithms.

1.3

Contributions

Most of the research goals have been achieved. Only the extraction of the object-centric
event log was not feasible as planned.
• A systematic literature review on the application of process mining to ERP systems
and techniques employed in this thesis.
• Detailed knowledge on SAP’s continuous inventory process and an overview of its
overlying component, Warehouse Management (WM).
• Abstraction of the inventory process to the essential concepts of OCPM (activities,
object types).
• Simulation model (CP-net) of the inventory process and tailored remote function
calls that execute the produced commands of the simulation model.
• Guideline for extracting an object-centric event log from an ERP database.
• Analysis of the inventory process using traditional and object-centric process mining
algorithms.
• Call for attention with regard to challenges that may occur when applying OCPM
to ERP systems, supported by exemplary issues that were faced during the study.

1.4

Thesis Structure

The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows. In chapter 2, we present related work
on the application of process mining to ERP systems and the main techniques of this
thesis, process simulation and event log extraction. In chapter 3, we introduce OCPM.
In chapter 4, we explore the Warehouse Management (WM) component of SAP ERP and
study the inventory process which will be the subject of the case study. In chapter 5,
we populate our educational SAP system by simulations, aiming to imitate realistic and
regular executions of the inventory process. In chapter 6, we extract an object-centric
event log from the SAP system. In chapter 7, we analyze two scenarios of the inventory
process using object-centric and traditional process mining techniques to evaluate the
case study. In chapter 8, we discuss our approach and its design decisions as well as
limitations. Finally, in chapter 9, we conclude this thesis and provide starting points for
future work.

5
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Related Work
This chapter presents related work that applies process mining to data from ERP systems.
Furthermore, we put a focus on business process simulation and event log extraction, two
essential methods in the pipeline of this thesis. Finally, we explain the relevance to our
work.

2.1

OCPM to Better Capture Reality

Van der Aalst [12] motivates the necessity to come up with discovery approaches suited
for real-life event logs that do not refer to a unique case notion. The author proposes a
new event log format, called object-centric event log (OCEL), where an event may refer
to several objects of various object types. The author justifies his "call for action" by
pointing out the weaknesses of traditional process mining algorithms applied to flattened
event logs, leading to convergence and divergence.
Van der Aalst et al. [13] propose an innovative discovery approach, taking object-centric
event logs as input and producing object-centric Petri nets as the resulting process model.
In particular, transitions in those nets may consume and produce multiple tokens, thus
depicting relationships between objects of different types involved in the process. Their
solution is implemented in PM4Py, but since it proved to be scalable, the authors argue
it is adaptable for commercial tools.
Ghahfarokhi et al. [14] present a format (OCEL) to store object-centric event logs. It
can be implemented using either JSON or XML. Since each object is mapped to an entity
of the log, an event log refers to a set of objects whose attributes must not be specified
explicitly for each event. However, the validation of advanced constraints (e.g., number of
objects per event) is not included. The authors mention its integration into object-centric
discovery algorithms as the main obstacle.
Adams et al. [15] fill the gap of missing notions to evaluate precision and fitness in the field
of OCPM. Therefore, the authors formalize these quality metrics for an object-centric Petri
net related to an object-centric event log. In addition, they implement the calculation of
these notions and prove validity by regarding three different models with respect to one
event log.
Ghahfarokhi et al. [16] apply the concepts of process comparison using process cubes
6
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to OCPM. Process cubes allow the separation of different behaviors of the process. The
resulting sublogs can be used as input for discovery algorithms, thus enabling another
perspective for process analysis. The authors introduce a process cube framework that
applies known process cube techniques to object-centric event logs and includes existing
object-centric discovery algorithms.
Van der Aalst [17] identifies the weaknesses of traditional process mining for the ultimate
goal of a "digital twin”, a digital replicate of an organization reflecting reality. Once such
a digital twin exists, far-reaching process mining techniques such as predictive analytics
are enabled. According to the author, concurrency and object-centricity are two main
determinants of whether a model comes close to a digital twin.

2.2

Applying Process Mining to ERP Systems

Van der Aalst et al. [19] conduct a case study in which they test various process mining
techniques for a real-life process in an office of the Dutch National Public Works Department. Event Data was taken from a WfM (Workflow Management) system, a common
type of information system besides ERP systems. The WfMS is employed to capture the
process of handling invoices. The study showed that mining business processes in real life
might help the organization identify weaknesses. The authors specify that, in particular, a
combination of different techniques enables a disclosing view of the process. However, they
emphasize that exchanges with representatives of the organization are crucial to achieving
meaningful results. As a limitation that also applies to ERP systems, the authors mention
the issue of some events not being logged. To avoid privacy concerns, the authors did not
point out those employees responsible for delays in the process. Also, they mention the
issue that within such information systems, the system does not allow for much flexibility
but instead settles specific workflow patterns.
Fleig et al. [20] make implications from a case study in a manufacturing business, in which
they applied process mining to SAP’s Purchase To Pay (P2P) and Order To Cash (O2C)
process. Accordingly, results from such analysis may help improve the handling of these
processes in a future launch of the ERP system. Also, a study like this could help the
business in the decision-making, whether it employs a standardized version of a process
or an individual one. Moreover, the authors question the applicability of process mining
to arbitrary business processes, e.g., in a finance component, because of the transactional
type of a process or the unavailability of standard tables in the ERP system.
Ingvaldsen et al. [21] propose an ERP log analysis system to overcome the issue of SAP
logs being too complex to apply process mining swiftly and aim to define a meta-level
structuring of events, resources, and relationships. As the main obstacle, the authors
mention that transactions cannot trivially be mapped to the notion of activities, which are
essential for applying process mining. The proposed tool helps preprocess data to enable
process mining on a large scale. For related work involving SAP and process mining, the
authors underline the necessity of sufficient domain and data knowledge.
Pajic et al. [22] address the issue of shaping the data from ERP systems to a format
suitable for process mining. The authors employ Microsoft Dynamics NAV ERP to analyze
an ERP relational database and investigate how events are recorded in ERP systems.
They argue that an artifact-centric approach must be pursued since business processes in
7
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ERP systems correspond to various documents. In this regard, they highlight the role of
so-called document history tables for event log extraction.

2.3

Business Process Simulation

Wynn et al. [1] emphasize the requirement to start a process simulation from an intermediate state in order to enable operational decision support. Operational decision
support provides insights to adjust an existing process by short-term measures and thus
relies on the recent history. Therefore, the authors exemplary construct such a simulation
environment while providing a generic architecture.
Van der Aalst et al. [2] question the common practice that resources are not modeled
realistically within simulations. For example, they mention that a single person may be
part of several processes or that humans often work in batches. Consequently, the results
of resource availability do not depict reality. Using CPN Tools, they propose a model
considering such behavioral habits to overcome this issue.
Van der Aalst [3] addresses the problem that the usage of process simulation is below
its capabilities in reality. The author points out causes that lead to businesses’ disuse
of simulation software. Employing implications from the field of process mining, van der
Aalst presents approaches to adopt process simulation more effectively. For instance, he
discovers that the considerations of the modeler tend to mismatch with reality.
Jensen et al. [4] present colored Petri nets (CP-nets) and CPN Tools, a computer tool
with various practical applications, such as visualization and state-space analysis. Besides,
the authors mention the benefits of such an executable model. For example, CPN Tools
facilitates investigating different scenarios. Also, it enables the development of concurrent
systems.
To enrich a comprehensive simulation model of a process, Rozinat et al. [5] employ several
process mining algorithms. The authors define four perspectives that can be discovered
using process mining: control flow, data, performance, and resource. Those are then integrated into the simulation model (e.g., CPN tools). The paper proves the feasibility of
automatically deriving a simulation model based on historic events. Therefore, a prerequisite for this approach is that event data of the respective process is already available.
Park et al. [6] propose a framework to simulate business processes in ERP systems. As
a motivation, Park et al. mention the difficulty of considering the ERP system’s business
logic and data restrictions in the simulation model. One particularity of the framework
is that the commands are triggered directly in the application layer of the ERP system.
This way, it is ensured that the model does not omit behavior required by the system
(omission) and that it does not simulate behavior that is not allowed (commission). The
subject of their study was the O2C process in SAP ERP.

2.4

Event Log Extraction

Berti et al. [7] provide an approach to extracting event data systematically from SAP ERP
systems. As a motivation, the authors mention the amount and structure of the data in
ERP systems. According to them, support regarding ETL (Extract, Transform, Load)
8
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only exists for a selected set of well-known business processes. The authors introduce socalled Graphs of Relations (GoRs) to depict the relationships among the database tables.
This step enables extracting an object-centric event log while simultaneously tackling
divergence and convergence issues of ERP data. They implement their approach to the
P2P process and thus prove feasibility.
Van der Aalst [8] mentions the challenge of event data occurring only implicitly in information systems. In particular, cases and activities are not pre-defined, but they are
required for process mining algorithms. To systematically determine these notions, the
author relates events to the creation, deletion, and modification of objects, tracking the
changes to the database this way. The approach delivers event logs with a unique case
notion, enabling traditional process mining.
De Murillas et al. [9] propose a meta model that detaches the data extraction from
the application of process mining techniques. This approach allows for the retrieval of
different database views in a variable manner. Consequently, the extraction of event logs
from different processes but from one database is highly facilitated. As the main benefit,
the authors emphasize their solution’s independence from the environment, suggesting
that data extraction and analysis are distinct problems.
Krebs et al. [10] highlight the data availability for a complete process in one central IT
system like SAP ERP as the main advantage and attractive opportunity to apply process
mining. However, they object that the structuring of log data from various tables is
challenging. During their case study of the P2P process, they face some problems which
impede the application of process mining. For instance, multiple documents in SAP are
generated at the same timestamp while complete timestamps are not available consistently.
For these kinds of issues, tailored workarounds must be found.
De Murillas et al. [11] present an approach that makes use of so-called database redo
logs, which capture those events that refer to the modification of objects in a database.
Using redo logs, the authors demonstrate how to discover relations among data objects
and connections between different data operations. Also, they show how to group events
referring to one process instance, thus enabling a case notion.

2.5

Relation to This Thesis

In chapter 3, we introduce the essential concepts of OCPM, as proposed by van der Aalst
et al. [12]. Moreover, in chapter 7, we apply existing algorithms in the field of OCPM
that have been provided by van der Aalst et al. [13] and Adams et al. [15] to evaluate our
case study.
Concerning the application of process mining techniques to processes from ERP systems,
we can relate to the issue mentioned by van der Aalst et al. [19] that often not all events of
an ERP business process are logged. In particular, the inventory process in SAP ERP does
not record any information about how the physical counters work inside the warehouse. In
accordance with the implications by Ingvaldsen et al. [21], we also faced several challenges
in terms of data and domain particularities throughout our study.
About the (object-centric) event log extraction, we will discover the relevance of the socalled change tables of the SAP system that record any changes (insert, delete, update) to
9
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database tables. Analogously, Pajic et al. [22] emphasized the document history tables in
Microsoft Dynamics NAV ERP that handle the recording. Moreover, we pick up some of
the concepts proposed by Beri et al. [7] to derive a general extraction plan for object-centric
event logs from the ERP database. For our study, we do not require a universal approach
as Murillas et al. [9] propose with their meta-model that detaches the extraction from
the application of process mining. This is because we only focus on one specific process.
However, for real-life businesses, this model can be helpful to switch between different
processes flexibly. Moreover, we faced a problem that impedes the event log extraction:
document changes in the Warehouse Management (WM) are not captured in the change
tables by default. This relates to the notice by Krebs et al. [10] who also faced problems
that hinder the application of process mining due to SAP-specific issues for which one has
to find tailored workarounds. In chapter 6, we establish a workaround for the extraction
of the event data.
For the simulation of the inventory process in SAP, we employ CPN Tools which is introduced by Jensen et al. [4]. Therefore, we present the developed CP-net in chapter
5. Especially the allocation of the involved objects in this process is feasible by using a
CP-net as a simulation model. Van der Aalst et al. [2] extensively discuss the role of
resources within the simulation model. Throughout our study, the focus is more on object
types. Moreover, we assume that all activities are executed by the warehouse manager
who operates with the ERP system. The only kind of (human) resource we employ are
counters which also serve as an object type, as discussed in chapter 4. To populate the
SAP system with regular executions of the inventory process, we will employ and adapt
the components of the innovative framework proposed by Park et al. [6].
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Preliminaries on OCPM
In this chapter, we introduce the basic (object-centric) process mining notions we employ
in this thesis. For the formalization of these notions and the discovery approach of objectcentri Petri nets, we refer to van der Aalst et al. [13].
• Activity: An activity describes the type of an event, i.e. what has happened. In the
field of process mining, the abstraction of a process contains a fixed set of activities.
• Case identifier: The case identifier indicates a unique number that maps an event
to a specific process instance (case). Hence, a case reflects a particular trace of
activities. However, different cases may reflect the same trace.
• Event: An event indicates a recorded incident with a set of parameters. In the field
of (traditional) process mining, an event always refers to an activity, a timestamp
and a case identifier. It may also involve additional attributes such as resources.
• Event log: A (traditional) event log contains a set of events that together make up
the execution of a process.
• Object type: An object type describes a category of an object that occurs within
a process for several activities. An object type is part of the OCEL’s header. An
event may refer to none, one, or several object identifiers of a specific object type.
• Object-centric event: An object-centric event refers to an activity, a timestamp
and a set of object identifiers of different (but fixed) object types. Additional attributes such as resources are also allowed.
• Object-centric event log (OCEL): An object-centric event log consists of a set
of object-centric events.
• Process discovery: Given an (object-centric) event log, discovery algorithms discover a process model, e.g., a Petri net, reflecting the real-life executions of the
process.
• Petri net: A Petri net is a directed graph with two types of nodes, namely places
(circles) and transitions (rectangles). Nodes of the same type are never connected
through an arc. If an arc runs from a place to a transition, this place is called the
input place of the transition. An output place of a transition is a place an arc runs
11
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to from this transition. A place may contain one or several tokens. The marking
(state) of a Petri net indicates a distribution of one or several tokens to one or several
places. A transition is enabled if all input places contain at least one token. Then,
it can be fired. In this case, one token from each input place is consumed and one
token is transferred to each output place.
In the field of process mining, a transition reflects an activity of the process. Moreover, we particularly regard accepting Petri nets, i.e. nets with an initial and a final
marking to describe a language (of traces) that is allowed by this process model. All
consumed transitions (activities) from the initial to a final marking reflect a trace
of activities that is allowed by this process model. τ -transitions are auxiliary transitions that do not reflect actual activities of the process but that help adjust the
control flow. Figure 3.1 shows an example.
b
p2

p4

e

c

a
p1

τ

p6

d
p5

p3

Figure 3.1: Example of an accepting Petri net as process model. The green token indicates
the initial marking, the red token the final marking. This process model allows for the
following traces: abde,adbe,abd,adb,ace,ac.
• Object-centric Petri net (OCPN): Object-centric discovery algorithms discover
a special variant of a Petri net as a process model, namely an OCPN. The particularity of those nets is that a transition may consume several tokens from one input
place and produce several output tokens for one output place. Moreover, an OCPN
may contain several types of tokens, one for each object type. Hence, a transition can
consume tokens of different (object) types. For each object type, the net contains
one start place and one end place. Figure 3.2 shows an example.
• Conformance checking: Given an event log and an existing process model, conformance checking techniques replay the event data and determine whether the modeled
behavior and the log behavior accord. The main quality measures delivered by this
technique are called precision and fitness. Conformance checking can be applied to
both traditional and object-centric logs and models. Different approaches exist to
check the conformance. The most common ones are footprint replay, token-based
replay and alignment replay.
• Fitness: This metric (value between 0 and 1) determines whether the model can
replay the observed behavior (traces) from the log. The nearer the value is to 1, the
better the fitness.
• Precision: The nearer this value (between 0 and 1) is to 1, the less is the degree of
12
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Order

Item

Route

place order
send
invoice

pick item

send
reminder

start route
pay
order
mark as
completed

end route

Figure 3.2: Example by van der Aalst et al. [13] of an OCPN for the O2C process,
considering object types order, item, route. The thick arcs imply that multiple objects
(tokens) are consumed.
underfitting. An underfitting model allows for the observed (desired) behavior but
also for much more (not observed) behavior.
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Chapter 4

SAP’s WM and Inventory
Process
In this chapter, we define activities and object types for the inventory process and sketch
the schema of a potential object-centric event log. Also, we introduce the most important
SAP tables for the process.

Business processes
in SAP

Continuous
Inventory

act. 1

define activities

-parameter 1
-parameter 2
-

object type 2

.
.
.

gain domain
knowledge

schema for later event log

Act. Timestamp Obj. Type 1 Obj. Type 2 …

Figure 4.1: We identify the continuous inventory in SAP ERP as a business process that
does not provide a single case notion. Then, we acquire a solid basis of domain knowledge
[23] about the process and its component (Warehouse Management). To abstract the
process, we first regard the process in the SAP GUI and define activities. Based on the
input parameters of the activities, we derive object types.
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4.1

Warehouse Management

We first introduce the most important data types from SAP’s Warehouse Management, one
of six core components beside Sales and Distribution (SD), Material Management (MM),
Financial Accounting (FI), Controlling (CO), and Production Planning (PP).
SD

MM

FI

CO

PP

WM
Warehouse
Management (WM)

SAP ERP

Organizational
Data

Master
Data

Transaction
Data

Figure 4.2
Warehouse Management (WM) provides the possibility to capture complex warehouse
structures and to support related business processes. Overall, the WM has three major
remits: processing of incoming goods, outbound goods, and internal warehouse processes.
The inventory process is a typical internal process which is what we lay the focus on.
The WM component is only utilized by companies with high demands for warehouse
management. For the example of Global Bike Inc., which is the imaginary enterprise of
our educational SAP system, the San Diego factory is the only site that uses complex
warehouse structures since it operates as the central distribution center in the US.
Material stocks at other locations, e.g., the factory in Dallas, organize their material stocks
only through the Inventory Management (IM), which is part of the Material Management
(MM) component of SAP. Despite many advantages of using WM, one needs to be aware
of a steady synchronization of WM and IM.
In the following subchapter, I will present a set of data types that are structured hierarchically and can be subdivided into organizational data, master data, and transaction data.
Organizational data are defined within the Customizing, the declaration of basic settings
and adaption of the various modules to the company-specific needs. Master data indicate
those data objects manipulated by business processes. Transaction data, in contrast to
master data, changes relatively often. Usually, new transaction data is created for each
process execution and is altered several times in the meantime.

4.1.1

Organizational Data

A warehouse number identifies a specific physical warehouse complex. As soon as a warehouse’s structures and processes are no longer trivial, it receives a warehouse number to
define those structures with other data types.
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Organizational Data
(Customizing)

Master Data

Transaction Data

Logical
storage types

Physical storage
type 1

Physical storage
type 2

Physical
storage
type 3

Mat. no. : BOTL1000
Price: 10 USD
Type: Trading Goods
.
.

Storage Bin

Material

Shipping
area
(interim)

Goods
receipt
(interim)

No.: 1
St. type: 002
• bin 1
• bin 2
• bin 3
Counter: c1
Count date: 01-05-22
Status: partly counted
.
.

Inventory Record

Gate

Quant

Quant

Warehouse 1

Figure 4.3: Relevant WM data types for inventory. In this case, Warehouse 1 has three
physical storage types, two interim storage types for processing of goods and the standard
logical storage types such as 999 to record differences. A quant is determined by the
combination of a storage bin (e.g., bin 1) and a material type (e.g., bottle). An inventory
record stores all relevant information about a scheduled inventory. It specifies the storage
bins that should be counted, the overlying storage type, the planned counter and count
date (both optional), and the inventory status.
Each warehouse contains multiple storage types. The San Diego warehouse has six different
storage types. One can distinguish between physical and interim storage types. Former
has the purpose of storing material physically. The San Diego warehouse has one shelf
storage (type 001) and two pallet storages (type 002 and 005), which consist of shelves
being more robust to store pallets. The difference between the two pallet storage types is
that the pallets in storage type 002 are not numbered and therefore not captured by the
SAP system, while those in 005 are.
In contrast, interim storage types are no storage facilities in the classical sense. Instead,
they function as an interface between the IM and WM. In general, this kind of storage
type also allows for negative stocks. Type 003 (GR Area External Receipts) and type
004 (Shipping Area Deliveries) require physical space, but they only serve as temporary
storage to guarantee quick processing of the goods. The remaining types are only logical.
Type 922 can change stock-related features of the material. For instance, this type is used
when one wants to shift a set of freely available bikes into the stock of quality inspection.
Storage type 999 (Differences) is necessary to write off differences, for example, after an
inventory procedure.
Apart from that, SAP provides another two organizational data types: storage area and
picking area. Aiming to optimize the movement of goods, they subdivide storage types into
areas with similar characteristics in terms of putaway and picking of material. However,
we neither focus on inbound nor outbound processes in this thesis which is why we neglect
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Shelf storage
row
aisle
shelf
storage bay

1-6: row

0-9: aisle

0-9: shelf
0-9: storage bay

STBN – T – XYZ
Pallet storage
section
aisle
shelf
storage bay

7-9: storage bay

0-9:
section

0-9:
aisle

0-9: shelf

Figure 4.4: Identifier of a storage bin depending on the storage type, defined in the
Customizing.
these types. Gate and staging area complete the set of organizational data types.

4.1.2

Master Data

The smallest physical unit inside a warehouse is the storage bin. This is the actual place
in which the material is stored. One bin is identified by a string of the form STBN-T-XYZ.
The T is a digit determining to which storage type a bin belongs. The shelf storage (001)
contains the bins from STBN-1-XYZ to STBN-6-XYZ, while the pallet storage (002) involves
the bins STBN-7-XYZ to STBN-9-XYZ. X, Y and Z are also digits, but they have different
meanings depending on the storage type.
The shelf storage contains six rows such that for a shelf storage bin, the T determines the
row number. A row consists of ten aisles. The X in the string fixes one specific aisle. Inside
one aisle, there are ten shelves, five to the left and five to the right. The shelf number
inside an aisle is determined by the Y. Finally, each shelf contains ten storage bays, which
is defined by the last digit in the string.
The structure of the pallet storage is organized in a slightly different way. Overall, there
are ten sections. The X determines the section of a storage bin in the pallet storage. Each
section contains ten aisles. The corresponding aisle of a bin is fixed by the Y. Analogously
to the shelf storage, each aisle has ten shelves, but the shelve number is now stored at
position Z of the string. Finally, each shelf contains three storage bays only, as pallets
require more space. Inside one shelf, the bays are numbered from 7 to 9, therefore suitable
for the T of the string identifier.
A further data type that is essential in the WM is called quant. It describes the smallest
addressable amount of material. A quant is identified by a unique number. In particular,
quant numbers can only be created automatically by the SAP system. For instance, the
system implicitly creates a quant for the transferred amount of material and its new storage
bin during a receipt of goods. What therefore has to be stored for one specific quant is
the type of material, the amount, and where one can find it, i.e., a single storage bin.
Additional information such as the stock category is also specified for each quant: If it is
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not freely available, it can be selected for quality inspection, a blocked stock, or return
stock. Moreover, there is a flag that determines whether a quant is reserved for a specific
customer order. Figure 4.3 shows a storage bin containing two sets of material. Since
there are two different material types, the storage bin contains two quants. If a storage
bin contains two sets of material of the same type but with different batch numbers, it
would contain two quants, too.
Material is another primary master data type. It is relevant in many other SAP components like SD, MM, and PP, so we focus only on the information pertinent to WM. General
data stored for every material are base unit, weight, and volume. All this information can
be used for calculations by the SAP system. Moreover, the dimensions of a material are
stored but only for informative purposes. To capture how much storage capacity a material demands, capacity consumption and its reference unit are also stored. What can
also be adjusted for each material are storage strategies. Employing specific flags, one
can prioritize certain storage types and bins for goods receipts and more. This is just an
example; SAP tries to automate as many operations as possible.
Finally, the storage unit provides the possibility of combining different sets of one or several
material types. Typical examples are pallets or storage cages.

4.1.3

Transaction Data

To execute business processes like the inventory process, one needs documents that store
information about a specific "process instance". In the case of inventory, one must create
an inventory record to initiate the procedure. Using this document, one can coordinate
and keep track of a single inventory. An inventory record specifies a set of storage bins of
which the stocks should be counted. Therefore, it also contains a warehouse number and
storage type. The sketched inventory record (with unique identifier no. 1) in figure 4.3
specifies that the stocks of three bins from storage type 002 should be counted by counter
c1 on May 1, 2022. The status indicates that some of the bins have already been counted.
A record can be viewed, altered, and activated by corresponding SAP transactions. Other
transaction data that appear in the WM are transfer request, transfer order, and posting
change notice. However, these are only relevant for in- and outbound or internal warehouse
processes other than inventory.

4.2

Inventory in SAP ERP

This subchapter introduces several inventory techniques provided by SAP ERP and presents
the three phases of the process from a high-level point of view.
Many enterprises use inventory to verify their stock of goods and liabilities. The core
idea is to count raw materials physically to see if the numbers deviate from the data
in the system, for example, SAP ERP. Deviations from the expected numbers, i.e., the
quantities captured by the system, may have been caused by destruction or stealing but
also by miscalculation in the planning.
In general, one distinguishes between four types of inventory:
• Annual inventory: Inventory of all goods and liabilities at the balance sheet date.
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• Sampling procedure: Inventory of representative samples from a random selection;
statistical methods project the results onto the total stock.
• Continuous inventory: Works as annual inventory, except that not all stocks are
captured simultaneously. Instead, the partial outcomes from the counts are rolled
forward in the stock books.
• Cycle-counting method: Requires that each material is assigned to a particular class.
Depending on that class, inventory is executed more or less often.
All the methods mentioned above are supported by SAP, and there are even some additional special procedures which help minimize the work effort. Despite many different
possibilities to take inventory, in this thesis, we will focus on the continuous inventory as
we want to investigate one specific process.
What all inventory procedures have in common is that they contain three main phases.
In what follows, we regard each stage exemplified by the continuous inventory. Figure 4.5
gives an overview of the phases and its tasks.
1. The goal of the first phase is to plan and prepare the inventory. Therefore, an
inventory record needs to be created in SAP. It specifies which storage bins in which
storage type of a warehouse should be subject to inventory and at which date. The
record must be activated manually to enable the physical count. Therefore, the
corresponding material in the affected bins is being blocked. Consequently, no more
in- or outgoings are possible for the bins listed on the document. What is also part
of the preparation phase is printing the inventory list to provide the counters with
a form to fill out.
2. The core phase of the process is the physical inventory count in which the count
staff accesses the warehouse to capture the genuine stock of the bins on their list.
The warehouse manager then enters the results into the system and decides whether
a recount is necessary according to the degree of deviation. If necessary, a recount
can be initiated in SAP. Hypothetically, this step may be executed arbitrarily often.
However, a new list must be printed in each iteration, and the physical count must
be repeated.
3. The final phase consists of two steps. First, the observed differences need to be
cleared in the Warehouse Management (WM). Therefore, the bin stocks in the system
are updated while the differences are booked in the logical interim storage (storage
type 999 Differences). For each deviation from the original quantity, one quant
with the size of the divergent amount is created. Shortfalls correspond to quants
with a positive sign, while a quant corresponding to a surplus has a negative size.
Even if no deviations are observed, this step is necessary to unlock the affected bins.
Finally, the differences must be written off in the Inventory Management (IM). The
intermediately created quants are dissolved to clear the inconsistency between WM
and IM. In the case of a positive quant, the material stock of the affected storage
location is being reduced by the size of the quant. The complementary case is treated
analogously.
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SAP System
Warehouse Manager

Phase 1:
Preparation

•
•
•
•

Warehouse

Create inventory record
Activate inventory record
Change inventory record
Print inventory list

Phase 2:
Counting

• Enter count results
• Change count results
• Initiate recount

Phase 3:
Clearing

• Clear differences WM
• Clear differences IM

Physical counting
results

mandatory
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Figure 4.5: Phases and tasks of the continuous inventory in SAP ERP. We assume that
the SAP transactions are executed by the warehouse manager of the warehouse in which
inventory is carried out. This business process is not fully captured by the ERP system.
The physical counting through counting personnel in the warehouse is a hidden but essential step of the process. Note that in SAP ERP, the printing of lists is not mandatory
to be able to execute the following transactions. However, from a practical viewpoint, the
lists must be printed to provide the counters with forms to fill out.
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4.3

Activities of the Inventory Process

Knowing the tasks that incur during a continuous inventory, we now bridge the gap to
process mining by determining a fixed set of activities that will be considered in the
following chapters. Since SAP transactions usually offer multiple functionalities with
their large input masks and numerous buttons, there is no one-to-one correspondence
between SAP transactions and activities. In the following, we present each considered
activity and explain how to perform it in the SAP GUI from a user’s perspective. All
reasonable steps during a continuous inventory can be found by reviewing literature on
the Inventory Process in SAP [23] and browsing the SAP Easy Access Menu. The path
SAP Menu/Logistics/Logistics Execution/Internal Whse Processes/Physical Inventory/In
Warehouse Management contains all transactions to carry out an inventory.
• Create Inventory Record (cri): There is an explicit transaction (LX16) to create an inventory record for continuous inventory in SAP. It requires a warehouse
number, a storage type of this warehouse, and one or multiple storage bins as input
parameters. A record is then created for the specified bins. Optionally, the user can
already enter the planned count date and the name of the counter.
• Activate Inventory Record (ar): Having called transaction LX22 with one specific warehouse number and one or several inventory record numbers to display the
inventory overview of those inventory records, the user can start one or several inventories by marking the desired records and clicking on Activate.
• Change Inventory Record (chr): If the employee wants to edit details of a
planned inventory, there is the possibility to change the data of an inventory record
using transaction LI02N. For instance, one can add a storage bin to the list or change
the counter for a particular record. The transaction requires the warehouse number
and an inventory record number as mandatory input parameters. However, the set
of storage bins can only be altered as long as the record is not yet activated.
• Print Inventory List (pl): This activity is accomplished via transaction LI04. To
print the list, the employee has to enter the warehouse number, one inventory record
number, and, if necessary, the recount version for the case that the list is printed for
a recount.
• Enter Inventory Count (ec): The results from the physical count are entered
into the system via transaction LI11N. After specifying the warehouse number and
one inventory record, a list appears with all quants that must be counted for the
given inventory document. One quant is determined by the combination of a specific
storage bin and a material. The user can then enter the counted quantity and the
name of the counter for each quant.
• Change Inventory Count (cc): For this activity, there is also a transaction that
serves precisely its purpose, namely LI12N. It works just as LI11N, except that one
can only change the data for those quants already counted.
• Initiate Recount (ir): If the employee decides to initiate a recount, he can do
this via transaction LI14. Therefore, one needs to specify the warehouse number,
the inventory record number, and one or several bins from that record which should
be re-checked.
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Figure 4.6: ER-diagram depicting the relationships between the object type candidates.
It contains one-to-many and many-to-many relationships only.
• Clear Differences in WM (cdw): To clear differences, i.e., update the stock
quantities in the Warehouse Management (WM) and unlock the storage bins, the
user calls transaction LI20 and specifies the warehouse number, an inventory record
number and then chooses the storage bins from the specific record of which the
differences should be cleared.
• Clear Differences in IM (cdi): This is done via transaction LI21. The initial
screen requests the warehouse number and the storage type (which must be instantiated with the logical interim storage 999). Optionally, the user can constrain the
results to a set of storage bins of storage type 999. After confirming the data, SAP
displays a list that contains all the quants representing deviations that were implicitly created by transaction LI20. The user must select all the entries that should be
cleared to update the stocks of material in the Inventory Management (IM).

4.4

Object Types of the Inventory Process

Having defined a set of activities and familiarized with each corresponding transaction, we
will now derive candidates for object types. When performing the inventory-related SAP
transactions, the user is asked for specific input parameters that vary for each transaction.
These input parameters refer to SAP data types that were introduced earlier and make up
potential object types. Figure 4.6 contains all object type candidates we encountered in
the previous subchapter. The ER-diagram depicts the relationships between them.
To derive suitable object types for a later OCEL, we must regard the activities again
and determine for each one to which kind of objects it refers and to how many of them.
When we recall the activity Create Inventory Record, we see from the input parameters of
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transaction LX16 that this activity relates to one warehouse number, one storage type, and
multiple storage bins. These parameters are mandatory and therefore must be considered
as object types. The above consideration has been done systematically for each activity.
Table 4.1 shows the results.
Table 4.1: Required parameters for each activity according to the input mask of the
corresponding SAP transaction. 1 denotes that the activity requires exactly one instance
of the object type. 0 indicates that it does not require any instance, and * means that it
requires one or multiple instances of the given object type.
Activity
cri
ar
chr
pl
ec
cc
ir
cdw
cdi

Whse No.
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

St. Type
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

St. Bin
*
0
*
0
*
*
*
*
1

Inv. Rec.
1
*
1
1
1
1
1
1
0

Quant
0
0
0
0
*
*
0
0
*

Material
0
0
0
0
*
*
0
0
*

We see that each activity requires exactly one warehouse number. Since the inventory
process is performed within one specific warehouse, this is not a helpful object type.
The storage type is only required explicitly when the user wants to clear the differences
in IM (storage type 999) and when creating a new inventory record. Since one inventory
record contains only bins from one specific storage type, the storage type is already fixed
for the remaining activities for which a record number is involved. Therefore, SAP does
not need this information for those transactions. Consequently, the column for storage
type contains 0’s predominantly, although each activity implicitly refers to one or several
instances.
Another pattern that stands out is that the columns of quant and material are identical.
This is because, inside a storage bin, there is a one-to-one relation between a quant and a
material type. At least, this is what we assume in our study. Theoretically, SAP allows a
storage bin to contain two quants with the same material type. This would be the case if
the batch numbers of the material were different. However, batch numbers are not utilized
in our SAP system.
What can already be derived is that storage bin and inventory record are indeed
appropriate object types.
Figure 4.6 shows that a storage type, e.g., 002 (Pallet Storage), may refer to numerous
inventory records and numerous storage bins. Although an inventory record already fixes
the storage type, the activity Activate Inventory Record may refer to two different storage
types. Therefore, we assume that the user wants to activate two records at once, one
which contains bins from storage type 001 and one which includes bins from 002. Hence,
we define storage type as another object type.
Eventually, material and quant remain as candidates. We need only one of them as object
type, as inside a specific storage bin, they determine each other. We choose material
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as the fourth object type, which is more illustrative. Moreover, the unique identifiers of
quants are assigned automatically by the system and are therefore not pre-defined.
Until now, we derived only object types, which are SAP data types (either organizational,
master, or transaction data). From a practical point of view, it would also be interesting
to analyze counters’ role as a cause for possible inefficiencies. Although the indication
of counters is not mandatory, we assume throughout our study that each time a count
is entered into the system, the responsible counter is indicated as well. Counters appear
only within activities ec and cc. Either one or several counters may be involved for each
such event. We define counter as another object type.
Table 4.2: Fragment of an event log involving the defined activities and object types.
activity

timestamp

...
cri
chr
cri
cri
ar
pl
ar
ec
pl
pl
ec
cc
cdw
ec
ir
pl
cri
cri
cdw
ec
cdw
cdi
cdw
cdi
cdi
cdi
...

...
20-7-2021:08.15
20-7-2021:09.15
20-7-2021:09.25
20-7-2021:09.40
20-7-2021:09.41
20-7-2021:13.59
22-7-2021:15.24
23-7-2021:08.00
23-7-2021:13.31
24-7-2021:16.24
25-7-2021:09.25
25-7-2021:09.26
26-7-2021:08.09
26-7-2021:08.15
26-7-2021:18.31
27-7-2021:10.47
27-7-2021:15.40
27-7-2021:15.42
28-7-2021:09.25
28-7-2021:14.15
29-7-2021:11.25
29-7-2021:11.28
29-7-2021:14.15
29-7-2021:17.28
30-7-2021:08.54
30-7-2021:08.59
...

4.5

inv. record
...
{i1}
{i1}
{i2}
{i3}
{i1, i3}
{i3}
{i2}
{i3}
{i1}
{i2}
{i2}
{i2}
{i3}
{i1}
{i1}
{i1}
{i4}
{i5}
{i2}
{i1}
{i2}
{i3}
{i1}
{i1, i2}
{i2}
{i2}
...

st. type
...
{t1}
{t1}
{t1}
{t2}
∅
∅
∅
{t2}
∅
∅
{t1}
{t1}
{t2, td}
{t1}
{t1}
∅
{t2}
{t1}
{t1, td}
{t1}
{t1, td}
{td}
{t1, td}
{td}
{td}
{td}
...

object identifiers
st. bin
material
...
...
{b1, b2}
∅
{b3}
∅
{b5, b6}
∅
{b7, b8, b9}
∅
∅
∅
∅
∅
∅
∅
{b7, b8, b9} {m1, m2, m3}
∅
∅
∅
∅
{b5, b6}
{m1, m4, m6}
{b5}
{m1}
{b7, b8, b9}
∅
{b1, b2, b3} {m1, m2, m5}
{b1, b2, b3} {m1, m2, m5}
∅
∅
{b10, b14}
∅
{b30, b15}
∅
{b5}
∅
{b1, b2, b3} {m1, m2, m5}
{b6}
∅
∅
{m1, m2, m3}
{b1, b2, b3}
∅
∅
{m1, m2, m5}
∅
{m4}
∅
{m6}
...
...

counter
...
∅
∅
∅
∅
∅
∅
∅
{c1}
∅
∅
{c2, c5}
{c2}
∅
{c7}
∅
∅
∅
∅
∅
{c4, c5}
∅
∅
∅
∅
∅
∅
...

Important Tables

When executing an inventory process, the three most used SAP tables are LINK, LINP,
and LINV. While LINK stores header information about all inventory records occurring
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Figure 4.7: LINK and LINP in SAP ERP. The displayed inventory record (13) contains
three storage bins from storage type 002. The inventory is activated. The header status is
set to counted, the inventory status of the items varies. One of the three bins has already
been cleared (on WM level).
in the system, LINP stores item data on the storage bin level. Hence, it contains a row
for each storage bin that has been selected for inventory. LINV is also a table storing
item data but on a quant level. This means it contains a row for each quant that has been
selected for inventory. This set of quants is fixed by the set of storage bins that have been
chosen.

4.5.1

LINK

Field MANDT specifies the client, LGNUM the warehouse number such as 100 for the San
Diego Warehouse, and IVNUM the unique number of the inventory record which is being
assigned when creating it using a number range interval. ISTAT specifies the header status
of inventory. This field can be either set to "N" which means not counted, to "A", which
means partly counted, to "Z", which means counted, to "L", which means cleared, to "S",
which means canceled, or to "D" which is an indicator for Dynamic Cycle Count. Field
DSTAT can either be set to "X", or it is empty, depending on the print status. NVERS
specifies the recount version of an inventory record. When creating a new record, it is set
to "00" by default. LGTYP determines the storage type such as "002" for the pallet storage.
PDATU indicates the planned date of inventory count, which can optionally be disclosed
by the user when creating or changing a record. Analogously, there is a field that allows
storing the planned counter of a particular inventory record (UNAME). IVAKT indicates if
the inventory record is currently activated. LINK has two more fields that we neglect
because they are not utilized in our study. The key fields of this table are MANDT, LGNUM,
IVNUM. Figure 4.7 shows an exemplary entry.
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Figure 4.8: Selected fields of LINV in SAP ERP. One row exists for each count for each
quant from inventory record 47. One can also imply that inventory record 47 contains two
bins (see field IVPOS or LGPLA). STBN-9-530 contains one quant, STBN-9-531 two quants.
The latest recount version of this inventory is 02, and the differences from this last count
are already cleared on WM level, as indicated by ISTAT=L. Note that the inventory status
of lower recount versions than the latest will never be set to cleared.

4.5.2

LINP

Like the header table, LINP also contains MANDT, LGNUM, IVNUM, ISTAT, DSTAT. To specify
to which storage bin a row corresponds, we need field LGPLA, which stores a string of the
form STBN-T-XYZ indicating a specific storage bin that must be located in the storage
type specified in the header table for the overlying inventory record (IVNUM). Moreover,
field IVPOS ensures that given one inventory record number (IVNUM), one can distinguish
between its items (storage bins) in LINP. Besides MANDT, LGNUM, and IVNUM, IVPOS is also
a key field of this table. IDATU allows recording the count date for each storage bin. Figure
4.7 shows exemplary entries.

4.5.3

LINV

MANDT, LGNUM, IVNUM, and IVPOS are key fields once again. Using this information, one can
reconstruct the overlying storage bin of a row that corresponds to one particular quant.
To uniquely identify a quant, one also needs the field LQNUM, an identifier for quants. The
system automatically assigns these quant numbers when quants are being created, e.g.,
during a goods receipt. NANUM, the inventory recount number, completes the list of key
fields. This is used since we use LINV not only to store quants but also the count results
from inventory. Hence, one or several new entries are added to this table each time count
results are entered into the system (ec) or changed (cc). Moreover, LINV contains ISTAT,
NVERS, LGTYP, LGPLA, and IDATU. PLPOS specifies the quant’s position in its storage bin and
MATNR the unique number of the material type of the quant. To capture the count results
adequately, there are several more fields. MENGE indicates the counted quantity, MEINS
determines the base unit of measure. MENGA and ALTME provide the opportunity to store
the quantity in another unit, while fields UMREZ and UMREN help to convert the units to
each other. Contrarily to MENGE and MENGA, GESME stores the stock quantity according to
the system. Field KZINV specifies the type of inventory, e.g., "PZ" for continuous inventory.
Figure 4.8 shows exemplary entries.
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4.5.4

LAGP and LQUA

The above three tables are essential for all the inventory-related actions in the WM component. However, since we also need to clear the differences in both WM and IM, we must
be familiar with some more tables. Two of them are LAGP and LQUA. They store information about all storage bins and quants in our warehouse. Hence, the stock quantities
are stored in LQUA, and when clearing differences on WM level, its entries have to be
updated according to the count results. Moreover, since LAGP stores information about
storage bins from all storage types (in particular 999), we need to alter it and its underlying quants in LQUA when creating new quants in 999 representing differences. Another
use case in which these tables are changed is the goods receipt process we perform just
before activating an inventory document. Since the considered bins are initially empty, by
filling those, we are creating new quants and, therefore, also new entries in LQUA.
A row in LAGP is uniquely determined by MANDT, LGNUM, LGTYP, and LGPLA, with their
meanings already sorted earlier. In total, LAGP contains 49 fields that can be used to
indicate whether a bin is blocked and why, how many quants are located inside, how
many may be located inside at most, the date and time of the last movement, date of the
previous inventory, type of the employed inventory and more.
A row in LQUA has MANDT, LGNUM, and LQNUM as key fields. Besides, there are 56 more
fields to specify various details about the corresponding quant, such as the material type,
its batch number, its weight, its storage location (whether it is finished good or trading
good), flags regarding particular stock, the overlying storage bin and storage type, blocking
indicators, information about the last movement and the responsible goods receipt, the
quantity and information about units of measure, information about the inventory record
(in case this quant is selected for inventory) and more.
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Applying ERP Simulation to SAP
Inventory Process to Populate
ERP Database
We now aim to populate our SAP system with regular executions of this process over a
specific period. We, therefore, employ and adapt a framework by Park and van der Aalst
[6] consisting of three components: ERP System, Simulation Engine and Transformation
Engine.

ERP system
Presentation
Application
Database
simulated human behavior

Simulation
Engine
establish connection
c

<command1>
<activity>…</activity>
<timestamp>…</timestamp>
<param1>…</param1>
<param2>…</param2>
.
.
</command1>
<command2>
.
.
.
.

RFCs

Transformation
Engine

Automation Log
Parameter
Mapping

Transaction
Mapping

Figure 5.1: Approach to populate an ERP system.
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5.1

Overview of the Utilized Framework

We use CPN Tools 1 as a simulation engine and SAP S/4HANA Systems 2 as the
ERP system. The transformation engine is realized as a ProM 3 plugin (ERP Simulator).
However, the proposed concepts are tool-independent and can be implemented in other
environments.
The ProM plugin that we adapt to the inventory process requires several input files to
kick-start the simulated actions in SAP ERP. First of all, to later establish a connection
to the desired SAP system, one needs to provide information like the client, host server,
user, etc., in a separate file in XML format.
Listing 5.1: Dummy SAP Credentials file
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<configurations>
<credential>
<string key="host" value="0.0.0.0"/>
<string key="client" value="323"/>
<string key="user" value="julian"/>
<string key="passwd" value="*****"/>
<string key="sysnr" value="0"/>
<string key="lang" value="en"/>
</credential>
</configurations>

The SAP Java Connector, introduced later, requires the SAP credentials. Secondly, the
ERP Simulator needs another file that contains all the commands that should be executed
during the simulation. Therefore, we utilize the automation log, which is the output of
the CPN simulation. Each command describes precisely which activity is performed at
which point of time and with which parameters.
Furthermore, since the commands must be made executable in SAP ERP (or any other
ERP system), one must specify two additional XML files to enable the simulation. The
Transaction Mapping assigns each activity in the commands an explicit transaction of the
underlying ERP system. In our case, we specify one particular SAP Function Module
(FM) for each activity.
In addition, the Parameter Mapping maps the utilized system-defined parameters with
the fields of the automation log or the parameters of the commands, respectively. In the
following, I will present the employed simulation model with the automation log as an
output before explaining the changes to the ProM plugin that are necessary in favor of
the inventory process.

5.2

Simulation Engine: CPN Tools

Using CPN Tools, we design a model that - while being executed - produces an automation
log which will later be employed as input for the ProM plugin performing the RFCs.
1

https://cpntools.org/
http://sap.com/
3
http://promtools.org
2
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bin pool
type 002

bin pool
type 001

attach
storage type

produce
tokens

attach
storage bins

log ar

attach mapping and
generate stock
quantities

log pl

add more
storage bins
and log chr

assign inventory
record number
and log cri

add material

material
pool

generate counted
quantities, counters
and log ec

select subset
of bins and
log cdw

τ
increase recount
version, delete
counted quantities
and log ir

select subset of
quants and
log cdi

alter counted
quantities
and log cc

create one quant
per deviation

pool with
difference-quants

Figure 5.2: Simplified CPN with initial marking. The model can be subdivided into two
parts (indicated by the red dotted line), depending on the semantics of a token.
The successive development of this model with adaptions being made constantly requires
several skills. To declare colorsets which one can think of as data types and functions that
use those, one must be familiar with Standard ML, a functional programming language.
To construct the control flow of the CPN (Colored Petri Net), one needs to know the
basics of Petri nets, i.e., concepts such as places, transitions, markings, etc. Additionally,
to add variation to the process through time perspective and decisions at branches, it is
necessary to include probability functions. Figure 5.2 shows the workflow of the simulation
form a high-level point of view illustrated by a simplified version of the employed CPN.
Figure 5.3 contains an exemplary output.
The developed CPN can be divided into two parts. In the first part which is responsible
for activities cri, chr, ar, pl, ec, cc and ir, the token always corresponds to one specific
inventory record. In the second part, this is not the case anymore. The corresponding
activities cdw and cdi are not necessarily related to one specific inventory. Throughout the
net, the tokens are constantly enriched with more information used to log the events.
The automation log, a CSV file that is written to on-the-fly, contains a total of 13 event
attributes. Besides Activity and Timestamp, the further fields are Inventory Records, Storage Type, Storage Bins, Material, Quantities, Recount Version, and Counters. Moreover,
four auxiliary fields had to be added retroactively to realize the RFCs. Those are All
Bins, All Quantities, All Material, Bins To Book. Depending on the activity of an event,
the meaning of the fields varies. For instance, the field Quantities can either be used
for counted quantities, i.e., for the count results, or for the quantities representing the
registered stock level.
The automation log must be converted into XML format before passing it to the ERP
Simulator as one of several input files. Appendix A explains the workflow of the CPN in
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Event Id
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Activity
create_inventory_record
change_inventory_record
change_inventory_record
activate_inventory_record
print_inventory_list
enter_inventory_count
initiate_recount
print_inventory_list
enter_inventory_count
change_inventory_count
change_inventory_count
clear_differences_wm
clear_differences_im
clear_differences_wm
clear_differences_im

Timestamp
20.05.2019 10:53
22.05.2019 14:00
22.05.2019 14:05
22.05.2019 14:06
22.05.2019 14:07
23.05.2019 16:12
23.05.2019 16:12
23.05.2019 16:12
24.05.2019 12:18
24.05.2019 14:00
27.05.2019 18:56
28.05.2019 10:20
28.05.2019 10:20
29.05.2019 16:53
29.05.2019 16:53

Inventory Records Storage Type
{001}
{1}
{001}
{1}
{001}
{1}
{001}
{1}
{001}
{1}
{001}
{1}
{001}
{1}
{001}
{1}
{001}
{1}
{001}
{1}
{001}
{1}
{001}
{1}
{}
{1}
{001}
{1}
{}
{1,1}

Storage Bins
{275,905}
{275,905,554}
{275,905,554,168}
{275,905,554,168}
{275,905,554,168}
{275,905,554,168}
{275,905,554,168}
{275,905,554,168}
{275,905,554,168}
{275,905,554,168}
{275,905,554,168}
{275,905}
{}
{554,168}
{}

Material

PRTR2000,KPAD1000,RHMT1000,SHRT1000,EPAD1000
PRTR2000,KPAD1000,RHMT1000,SHRT1000,EPAD1000
PRTR2000,KPAD1000,RHMT1000,SHRT1000,EPAD1000
PRTR2000,KPAD1000,RHMT1000,SHRT1000,EPAD1000
PRTR2000,KPAD1000,RHMT1000,SHRT1000,EPAD1000
PRTR2000,KPAD1000,RHMT1000,SHRT1000,EPAD1000
PRTR2000,KPAD1000,RHMT1000,SHRT1000,EPAD1000
PRTR2000,KPAD1000,RHMT1000,SHRT1000,EPAD1000
PRTR2000,KPAD1000,EPAD1000
KPAD1000
RHMT1000,SHRT1000
RHMT1000,SHRT1000

Quantitites
Recount Version
{}
0
{}
0
{}
0
{21,27,21,25,20}
0
{21,27,21,25,20}
0
{21,27,15,24,20}
0
{21,27,21,25,20}
0
{}
1
{18,30,25,27,20}
1
{21,30,23,27,20}
1
{21,21,23,28,20}
1
{21,21,20}
1
{-6}
{23,28}
1
{2,3}

Counters

c4,c3,c5,c5

c1,c1,c1,c3
c1,c1,c1,c3
c1,c1,c1,c3

Figure 5.3: Exemplary output of the CPN simulation for one virtually created inventory
(without auxiliary fields). After creating a new record (event 1) with two bins from
the shelf storage, two bins are added iteratively (events 2 and 3) to the record before
activating it (event 4). Bins 275, 905 and 554 contain one quant each, 168 contains two
quants (see coloring event 4). After printing the physical lists (event 5) and entering the
initial count results (event 6), a recount is initiated (event 7), which causes the re-printing
of the lists (event 8). After the results from the recount have been entered (event 9),
the counted quantities are manually adjusted two more times (without recounting) (event
10 and 11). Two bins are then cleared on WM level (event 12), creating only one quant
in 999 since the counted quantities of the other quants align with the respective stock
quantities. Subsequently, this resulting difference is then cleared on the IM level (event
13). Finally, the remaining two bins from the record are cleared on WM level (event 14)
and after this also their resulting differences on IM level (event 15). The colors show the
implicit mappings.
detail and gives an implementation example.

5.3

Transformation Engine: ProMs ERP Simulator

Taking the automation log (in XML format), an SAP Credentials file as well as the Transaction and Parameter Mapping as input, the ERP Simulator perfroms one RFC to our
SAP system per command.
To adapt the utilized framework designed for the O2C process by Park et al. [6] to the
inventory process, we have to adjust the ProM plugin. Beside the input files, we have to
modify the part of the code where the RFCs to our SAP system are made.
Those RFCs are realized using the SAP Java Connector (JCo), a middleware-component
enabling developers to implement applications in Java. SAP JCo allows for bidirectional
communication, i.e., calls from Java to ABAP (SAP’s programming language) and vice
versa [24]. For our purpose, we only make use of inbound calls. Whenever we want to
trigger some action in our SAP system remotely, we must use a specific function module
(FM). An FM in SAP has a set of import and export parameters and changes specific
SAP tables according to the input. If such an FM is enabled for remote calls, we can use
them also in Java applications such as the ERP Simulator.
To be able to implement the RFCs using SAP Java Connector, the first step is to find
suitable FMs that perform the actions according to the events in the automation log. For
each activity defined for our inventory process, we must find an FM that serves the desired
changes in the relevant SAP tables. This mapping between activities and FMs is specified
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Activity Timestamp Param 1 Param 2 …
a1
yyMMdd HH:mm:ss
p1
a2
yyMMdd HH:mm:ss
p2

Param n
pn

.
.

SAP GUI
Transaction Mapping

SE80

LX16
LI04

FMs

act. 1
FM 1

act. 2

.
.
.

Automation Log

LX22

…

exemplary inventory
procedure

identify FMs

FM 2

LI21
LI20

Parameter Mapping
Param 1 -> SAP Param 1
Param 2 -> SAP Param 2

.
.
.

SE37

.
.

Param n -> SAP Param n

FM m

test FMs

act. n

SE16
ProM plugin
inspect tables

SAP Java
Connector
implement one
RFC per activity

Figure 5.4: Steps to adapt the ERP Simulator to the inventory process.
in the Transaction Mapping.
Listing 5.2: Utilized Transaction Mapping
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<configurations>
<transactionMapping>
<string key="create_inventory_record" value="L_BUCHEN_HINZUFUEGEN"/>
<string key="change_inventory_record" value="L_BUCHEN_VERAENDERN"/>
<string key="activate_inventory_record" value="L_AKTIVIEREN_VERAENDERN"/>
<string key="print_inventory_list" value="L_VERAENDERN_NACH_DRUCK"/>
<string key="enter_inventory_count" value="L_ZAEHLUNG_BUCHEN"/>
<string key="initiate_recount" value="L_NACHZAEHLUNG_VERANLASSEN"/>
<string key="change_inventory_count" value="L_ZAEHLUNG_BUCHEN"/>
<string key="clear_differences_wm" value="L_DIFFERENZEN_AUSBUCHEN"/>
<string key="clear_differences_im" value="L_IM_POSTING_CREATE"/>
</transactionMapping>
</configurations>

Using SAP transaction SE80, which allows inspecting function groups, we identify a set of
suitable FMs. Most of them are part of function group LI04. Solely the FM for clearing
differences on IM level stems from a different function group, namely LCMB. However,
most of them are initially not remote FMs. Therefore, we must alter these modules
through workbench requests. Moreover, the FMs required for our implementation do not
provide documentation. FMs containing documentation are relatively easy to use because
it is disclosed which parameters must be instantiated and how in order to perform specific
actions.
Hence, before implementing the JCo functions in Java, we test the FMs in the SAP
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GUI extensively until they work as desired. Transaction SE37 allows instantiating the
parameters of an FM before executing it. Using the Data Browser (SE16) subsequently,
we check whether the involved tables have changed as expected. This procedure is very
time-consuming since one has to try out numerous combinations and instantiations of the
parameters. When inspecting the parameters, it is not always trivial which of them are
used and which are unnecessary for a specific action.
To better understand the parameters one can also execute an exemplary inventory procedure in the SAP GUI while inspecting the involved tables simultaneously. By documenting
all the intermediate states of the relevant tables, one is able to see which fields are altered
by which transaction and, in which case, rows are being added to the tables. If things still
do not work as desired, another remedy is to look into the ABAP code of the concerning
FM.
Having sorted out the functionality of each FM, we implement the Java code accordingly.
Therefore, we employ the Parameter Mapping to access the fields from the created automation log containing the commands. In Appendix B, we will introduce the employed
FMs and regard an exemplary piece of code that remotely calls an FM.
Listing 5.3: Utilized Parameter Mapping
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<configurations>
<parameterMapping>
<string key="timestamp" value="TIMESTAMP"/>
<string key="inventoryrecords" value="IVNUM"/>
<string key="storagetypes" value="LGTYP"/>
<string key="storagebins" value="STBN_LIST"/>
<string key="material" value="MAT_LIST"/>
<string key="quantities" value="QTY_LIST"/>
<string key="recountversion" value="NVERS"/>
<string key="counters" value="UNAME"/>
<string key="allbins" value="ALL_BINS"/>
<string key="allquantities" value="ALL_QTY"/>
<string key="allmaterial" value="ALL_MAT"/>
<string key="bins_to_book" value="BINS_TO_BOOK"/>
</parameterMapping>
</configurations>

5.3.1

Example: SAP Function Module (FM)

We now regard the exemplary FM L_BUCHEN_HINZUFUEGEN. As the Transaction
Mapping shows, it is called for each cri event in the automation log.
The FM creates one new row in the header table. Moreover, it adds one row to LINP for
each storage bin specified in field Storage Bins of the current command of the automation
log. Both in LINK and LINP, the inventory status is set to not counted. Field IVAKT in the
header remains empty initially since the activation is performed in a separate step.
L_BUCHEN_HINZUFUEGEN has one import parameter which is called XLINK and
two tables parameters called INP and INV. As the names already suggest, they refer to
the three inventory tables we introduced earlier. The difference between XLINK and the
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Activity
Timestamp
Inventory Records Storage Type Storage Bins Material Quantities Recount Version Counter All Bins All Quantities All Material Bins To Book
create_inventory_record
21.05.2019 11:08
1
2
605,878
0

L_BUCHEN_HINZUFUEGEN
XLINK (import)
MANDT LGNUM IVNUM ISTAT NVERS LGTYP …

Transaction Mapping
cri

323

100

1

N

0

2

L_BUCHEN_HINZUFUEGEN
INP (tables)

.
.
.

MANDT LGNUM IVNUM IVPOS ISTAT GEBKZ LGPLA …

323 100

1

01 N

B

STBN9-605

323 100

1

02 N

B

STBN9-878

INV (tables)
empty

Figure 5.5: At the top, we see a row in the automation log depicting a cri event that
should be simulated. Also, we see how the parameters of this command are passed to the
corresponding FM as input. Note that not all fields of XLINK and INP are visible, only
those relevant for this RFC. The field GEBKZ in INP indicates whether this entry already
exists in the SAP table LINP. In this case, we want to add these rows as new entries, and
thus, we indicate "B". INV is neglected, since LINV is not affected by cri events.
two tables parameters is that it is a structure. This means we can only pass one row as
input, whereas we can specify multiple rows in INP and INV. This makes sense indeed
since LINK is the header table that contains exactly one entry per inventory, while LINP
and LINV are item tables that may have multiple entries per inventory.
Using the SAP JCo, after specifying the desired FM, one can retrieve the import and
tables parameters before editing them according to the row in the automation log. For
instance, one instantiates XLINK such that it represents the row of the newly created or
updated inventory in LINK. Therefore, we employ the documented intermediate states of
the tables during an inventory procedure via the SAP GUI using classical transactions.
The FM is executed once all relevant parameters have been specified. Figure 5.5 illustrates
the instantiations of the parameters for this FM. Appendix B explains each employed FM
in relation to the SAP database tables and gives an implementation example.

5.3.2

Excursion: Goods Receipt (GR) Process

To be able to carry out inventory, the storage facilities in the warehouse must contain
material. Since most of the storage bins of our SAP system are empty, we need to fill
them first.
The intermediate step of filling the storage bins according to the simulation - particularly
by the ar events - is done by a goods receipt, also via RFCs. Figure 5.6 conceptualizes
the effect of this procedure. Each time an ar event occurs in the log, by calling several
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SAP
initially empty

Activity Timestamp Inv. Rec. St. Type Storage Bins
cri
…
Automation Log

ar
…

yyMMdd HH:mm:ss

…
yyMMdd HH:mm:ss

…

i1
…

t1
…

b1,b2,b3
…

i1

t1

b1,b2,b3

…

…

…

Material

Quantities

…

…

…

...

m1,m2,m3,m4

…

3,2,5,1
…

...

intermediate Goods Receipt procedure

b2 containing one quant
with material m2

b1 containing one quant
with material m1

b3 containing two
quants with material
types m3,m4

Figure 5.6: Exemplary goods receipt before activating an inventory. After this step, there
exist new entries in LQUA and hence, LINV can be extended by the FM for activating
an inventory record.
FMs, we fill each storage bin listed in field Storage Bins of the automation log with a
set of quants based on the material types in Material and its corresponding quantities in
Quantities. Therefore, in the implementation, the mapping between the bins and quants
is being reconstructed using the same algorithm as in CPN Tools.
Aiming for a state of tables LAGP and LQUA that corresponds to this specific stock, one
needs to perform several steps which together make up an execution of the Goods Receipt
(GR) process in SAP. This business process could also be subject to a comprehensive study
as we conduct it. Since all the FMs necessary for this procedure are documented by SAP,
we neglect details concerning the parameters.
1. Create Purchase Order: First, we must create a purchase order (PO) in the
Material Management (MM) component using the FM BAPI_PO_CREATE .
2. Create Goods Receipt: The next step is to create a goods receipt based on the
purchase order. We use the remote FM BAPI_GOODSMVT_CREATE therefore.
3. Create Transfer Order: Switching back to the WM component, we then have
to create a transfer order (TO). Using the FM L_TO_CREATE_MULTIPLE we
create one TO containing one item per quant that should be created.
4. Confirm Transfer Order: The final step of the process is to confirm the transfer
order using the remote FM L_TO_CONFIRM.
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Chapter 6

Extracting OCEL for SAP
Inventory Process from ERP
Database
With the SAP system now in a state that represents a business regularly performing
continuous inventory, the next step to enable OCPM is to extract an object-centric event
log (OCEL). First, we define which activities instantiate which object types. After that,
we conceptualize the general approach of extracting the event log. Also, we point out a
problem in our SAP system which does not allow us to follow this approach. Eventually,
we introduce a workaround to still enable the object-centric process analysis.

6.1

Semantics of OCEL for Inventory Process

For each activity, it must be considered which object types are involved. As a reminder,
the OCEL should contain the standard fields Activity and Timestamp as well as one field
for each object type. Earlier, we defined Inventory Record, Storage Type, Storage Bin,
Material, and Counters as object types.
Table 6.1: Overview of which activities instantiate which object types in the resulting
event log.
Activity
cri
chr
ar
pl
ec
cc
ir
cdw
cdi

Inventory Record
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Storage Type
✓
✓
x
x
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Storage Bin
✓
✓
x
x
✓
✓
✓
✓
x

Material
x
x
x
x
✓
✓
✓
x
✓

Counter
x
x
x
x
✓
✓
x
x
x

For the creation and change of inventory records (events cri, chr), only Inventory Record,
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Storage Type, and Storage Bin are involved.
For events of type ar and pl; only the field Inventory Record should be instantiated.
Although we were also required to indicate the material types in the automation log,
this was necessary to perform the goods receipt. In general, one could also indicate the
concerned storage type, storage bins, and material types for the mentioned activities.
However, we decide not to do that since those are implicitly fixed by the inventory record
and do not change by this means.
Events of type ec and cc require all object types. However, when changing a count (cc),
only those bins and quants (material types) are indicated for which the counted quantity
has been changed. Also, the set of counters is reduced to those responsible for the count
of the affected bins.
When initiating a recount, we must consider the fields Inventory Record, Storage Type,
Storage Bin, and Material. Although we always initiate a recount for the whole inventory
record according to assumption, a recount can also be initiated on a quant level in SAP.
Therefore, we explicitly indicate also these objects.
Since activity cdw happens on the storage bin level, only the fields Inventory Record,
Storage Type, and Storage Bin are needed. Besides the storage type from the automation
log, we always indicate type 999 additionally.
When clearing on IM level, we always indicate storage type 999. Moreover, Inventory
Record is used to indicate the inventory record numbers from which the cleared deviations
stem. From a different point of view, this set of inventory record numbers corresponds to
the set of storage bins in 999 in which the difference-quants are stored. Therefore, another
possible design decision would be to use field Storage Bin to indicate this. However, since
the storage bins in 999 have different semantics from physical storage types like 001, we
do not do this. Beside, field Material must be instantiated.

6.2

General Approach to Extracting OCEL for Inventory
Process

The general extraction plan is based the concepts proposed by Berti et al. [7]. In particular, the relevant tables can be captured by determining a graph of relations (GoR). Using
SQL queries, the information of the involved tables can be joined such that each event
in the OCEL gets assigned an activity, a timestamp, and all involved objects. However,
what is essential to extract the event log retroactively is that the changes to the record
and detail tables - as Berti et al. call them - are recorded in separate tables (change tables). Otherwise, by only accessing the latest state of the inventory tables (LINK, LINP,
LINV ), one can neither reconstruct the timestamp nor retrace all the changes made to
them.
In SAP, the primary change tables are CDHDR and CDPOS. The former captures changes
of the document header while the latter refers to the items. Each entry in either of these
two tables specifies the client, the object class, and the object identifier. For instance,
a conceivable object class is EINKAUFSBELEG (purchasing document), and its identifier is
the unique purchase order number. CDHDR also stores a unique change number for each
entry. Moreover, the user name is indicated as well as the date and time of change. It
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simulation
complete

CDHDR
Object Change no. User Timestamp Transaction Type …

SAP Database

Inv. 1

…
Inv. 2

000000001 u1

…

yyMMdd HH:mm:ss

…

000000002 u1

…
yyMMdd HH:mm:ss

LINP

CDHDR

LINV

I

…

…

LI11N

U

.
.
.

Java application

LINK

LX16

CDPOS

join

…

change tables

record and detail tables

CDPOS
Object Change no. Table Field Old value New value …
Inv 1. 000000001 LINK IVNUM

SQL

…

…

…

Inv. 2 000000002 LINP

Activity Timestamp Inventory Record Storage Type Storage Bin Material Counter

000000001

…

…

…

ISTAT

N

Z

.
.
.

OCEL
object types

Figure 6.1: Conceptual overview of the event log extraction. First, we need to retrieve the latest states of all relevant tables. This can be done using the remote FM
RFC_READ_TABLE. Using CDHDR and CDPOS, we can identify events that have
happened, e.g., if a row has been added to LINK (see blue row in CDHDR and CDPOS),
we obtain an event of type cri. Joining these change tables with the main inventory tables
like LINK, LINP and LINV, we obtain all involved objects of this event and only need
to filter them using SQL queries. The field Object in CDHDR and CDPOS represents a
unique inventory record number and can be used to join these tables with the record and
detail tables.
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also provides information on the triggering transaction code, whether it was a planned
change and what type of change it was, e.g., "D" (delete), "U" (update), or "I" (insert).
Complementary, CDPOS reveals the changed table and the affected field as well as its old
and new value.
Overall, both tables, together with the record and detail tables provide all the necessary
information to reconstruct an event. From a practical point of view, one could then establish a Java application that first retrieves the relevant tables using the remote FM
RFC_READ_TABLE. This FM allows filtering data already using parameters corresponding to the FROM- and WHERE-clause of a SQL query. Subsequently, one could
then apply further SQL queries joining the tables and extracting the relevant objects for
each activity before those are written into a CSV file depicting the OCEL. The advantage
of this approach using RFCs is that it is independent of the underlying relational database
management system. Figure 6.1 illustrates the idea.
Unfortunately, in our employed SAP system, the change tables do not record changes to
objects from the Warehouse Management. While inspecting CDHDR and CDPOS, we can
find entries stemming from the goods receipt process of the simulation referring to object
class EINKAUFSBELEG (purchase order, part of IM). However, the employed documents of
the WM, namely inventory document and transfer order, do not occur in either of the two
tables. Although it is certainly possible to customize the system settings such that also the
changes to those objects are recorded, this is out of the scope of this thesis. Nonetheless,
in a real-world setting, the business that wants to apply process mining could instruct an
SAP expert to accomplish this.

6.3

Proxy Extraction of the Event Log

Without the availability of the change tables, we can only extract some parts of the event
log from standard SAP tables. Also, the only way to reconstruct the events is to do the
extraction in parallel (real-time) with the RFCs. This is because we need the timestamp,
which cannot be taken from the inventory tables. After each simulated event, we must
retrieve the latest states of the involved tables (LINK, LINP, LINV ). This can be done
using the remote FM RFC_READ_TABLE. Using SQL queries, we can extract the involved objects of the current event. However, we must take the inventory record number
of this event from the automation log to filter the objects of this specific record. Figure
6.2 shows some exemplary queries that extract the involved objects from the inventory
tables. We, therefore, regard one selected inventory (with record number 111) that the
simulation framework has simulated. Using the SQL Editor in SAP, we can verify that
the queries deliver the desired data.
Although, we can at least extract some objects from the database, some activities are still
not detectable this way:
• cc: When changing count results of specific quants of an inventory record, we only
want to indicate those storage bins, material types and counters that are concerned
by this change. Therefore, we specifically need the information which fields in LINV
have been changed. By regarding the state of LINV after this event, we cannot
identify the affected quants.
• cdi: When clearing differences on IM level, quants from storage type 999 that are
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<command>
<activity>create_inventory_record</activity>
<timestamp>2019-05-21 11:08:04</timestamp>
<inventoryrecords>0000000111</inventoryrecords>
<storagetypes>001</storagetypes>
<storagebins>605,878</storagebins>
<recountversion>0</recountversion>
</command>

a)

…
<command>
<activity>enter_inventory_count</activity>
<timestamp>2019-05-27 15:54:08</timestamp>
<inventoryrecords>0000000111</inventoryrecords>
<storagetypes>001</storagetypes>
<storagebins>605,878,589</storagebins>
<material>ORMN1000,CAGE1000,OHMT1000</material>
<quantities>26,15,17</quantities>
<recountversion>0</recountversion>
<counter>counter3,counter3,counter1</counter>
</command>

b)

…

c)

Activity
Timestamp
Inventory Record Storage Type Storage Bin
Material Counter
Create Inventory Record yyMMdd HH:mm:ss
111
1 STBN-2-605, STBN-3-878

Activity
Enter Inventory Count

Timestamp
Inventory Record Storage Type Storage Bin
yyMMdd HH:mm:ss
111
1 STBN-2-605, STBN-3-878,STBN-2-589

Material
ORMN1000,CAGE1000,OHMT1000

Counter
counter3, counter1

<command>
<activity>clear_differences_wm</activity>
<timestamp>2019-05-31 11:43:39</timestamp>
<inventoryrecords>0000000111</inventoryrecords>
<storagetypes>001</storagetypes>
<storagebins>605,878,589</storagebins>
<material>ORMN1000,CAGE1000,OHMT1000</material>
<quantities>24,17,19</quantities>
<recountversion>1</recountversion>
<allbins>605,878,589</allbins>
<allquantities>24,17,19</allquantities>
<allmaterial>ORMN1000,CAGE1000,OHMT1000</allmaterial>
<bins_to_book>605,878,589</bins_to_book>
</command>

…

Activity
Timestamp
Inventory Record Storage Type Storage Bin
Material Counter
Clear Differences WM yyMMdd HH:mm:ss
111
1 STBN-2-605, STBN-3-878,STBN-2-589

Figure 6.2: On the left, we see a selected set of commands referring to simulated events.
The complete "trace" for this specific inventory record (111) is cri → chr → ar → pl →
ec → ir → pl → ec → cc → cdw → cdi. After the execution of each RFC, we make a
query to the SAP tables to filter for the involved objects. For the cri event (a), we filter
for objects inventory record, storage type, and storage bin, as indicated by table 6.1. We
also see how the extracted objects (query result) are transformed into an object-centric
event.
stored in LQUA are deleted. Such deletions can also not be detected by regarding
the state of LQUA after this event. In this case, the change tables are also essential.

6.3.1

Workaround

As demonstrated, without the change tables, we cannot extract all relevant data from the
SAP system. Therefore, we assume a custom table in the SAP system, which adopts the
function of CDHDR and CDPOS. This additional table is precisely the known automation
log, the output of the CPN simulation. It does not only contain events with timestamps
already, but also all the involved objects of each event. To obtain an OCEL with semantics
as declared above, we must only filter for the relevant objects for each kind of event
(activity). Figure 6.3 shows an example for activity cc. Figure 6.4 shows an excerpt of
the resulting OCEL.
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Activity
change_inventory_count

Timestamp
Inventory Records Storage Type Storage Bins
30.05.2019 16:36
111
1 605,878,589

Material
ORMN1000,CAGE1000,OHMT1000

Quantities
24,17,19

Recount Version

Counter
1 counter5,counter5,counter2

All Bins

All Quantities
24,16,22

All Material

Bins To Book

altered quantities

Activity
Timestamp
Inventory Record Storage Type Storage Bin
Material
Counter
Change Inventory Count 30.05.2019 16:36
111
1 STBN-3-878, STBN-2-589 CAGE1000,OHMT1000 counter5, counter2

Figure 6.3: The row in the automation log (at the top) holds information about three
storage bins, each containing one quant and assigned to one counter. The colorings illustrate the mappings. Since we declared that only those objects concerned by the change
of the count result should be mentioned in the OCEL, we only write those quants into
the OCEL of which the counted quantity has been changed. The field All Quantities is
employed to store the old quantities, Quantities stores the altered ones.

Activity
Activate Inventory Record
Activate Inventory Record
Print Inventory List
Change Inventory Count
Print Inventory List
Enter Inventory Count
Activate Inventory Record
Clear Differences WM
Print Inventory List
Clear Differences WM
Clear Differences WM
Clear Differences WM
Initiate Recount
Print Inventory List
Clear Differences WM
Enter Inventory Count
Enter Inventory Count
Clear Differences IM
Clear Differences WM
Enter Inventory Count
Clear Differences WM
Enter Inventory Count
Clear Differences WM
Clear Differences IM
Clear Differences IM
Enter Inventory Count
Activate Inventory Record
Print Inventory List
Clear Differences WM
Enter Inventory Count
Activate Inventory Record
Clear Differences WM
Print Inventory List
Activate Inventory Record
Print Inventory List
Clear Differences WM
Clear Differences WM
Enter Inventory Count
Clear Differences WM
Initiate Recount
Print Inventory List
Enter Inventory Count
Clear Differences IM
Clear Differences WM
Enter Inventory Count
Clear Differences WM
Enter Inventory Count
Activate Inventory Record
Print Inventory List
Clear Differences WM
Clear Differences WM
Clear Differences WM
Enter Inventory Count
Clear Differences IM
Clear Differences WM
Clear Differences WM
Change Inventory Count
Clear Differences WM
Clear Differences WM
Clear Differences WM
Enter Inventory Count
Clear Differences IM

Timestamp
Inventory Record Storage Type Storage Bin
28.05.2019 08:59
41
1
28.05.2019 09:02
44
1
28.05.2019 09:04
44
1
28.05.2019 09:50
15
1 STBN-1-295
28.05.2019 10:02
41
1
28.05.2019 10:35
10
2 STBN-9-444
28.05.2019 10:39
33
2
28.05.2019 10:40
48
1,999 STBN-1-33
28.05.2019 10:43
33
2
28.05.2019 10:47
28
2,999 STBN-9-82,STBN-9-415,STBN-9-609,STBN-9-631,STBN-9-120
28.05.2019 11:31
3
2,999 STBN-9-111,STBN-9-776,STBN-9-377
28.05.2019 11:40
27
2,999 STBN-9-493,STBN-9-647
28.05.2019 11:41
10
2 STBN-9-444
28.05.2019 11:42
10
2
28.05.2019 11:45
27
2,999 STBN-9-476,STBN-9-498,STBN-9-16
28.05.2019 12:00
5
2 STBN-9-737,STBN-9-481,STBN-9-232
28.05.2019 12:02
2
2 STBN-9-384,STBN-9-563,STBN-9-616,STBN-9-613,STBN-9-817
28.05.2019 12:15
27,6,19,8
999
28.05.2019 13:05
24
2,999 STBN-9-116,STBN-9-624
28.05.2019 14:21
38
1 STBN-1-190,STBN-3-798,STBN-1-200
28.05.2019 14:25
3
2,999 STBN-9-147,STBN-9-602
28.05.2019 14:47
49
2 STBN-9-990
28.05.2019 14:56
5
2,999 STBN-9-737,STBN-9-481,STBN-9-232
28.05.2019 16:48
29,8
999
28.05.2019 16:49
3
999
28.05.2019 17:08
14
1 STBN-3-980,STBN-1-23
28.05.2019 17:38
42
2
28.05.2019 17:53
42
2
28.05.2019 18:40
40
1,999 STBN-3-918,STBN-1-6,STBN-2-358
28.05.2019 22:13
34
2 STBN-9-877,STBN-9-709
29.05.2019 09:29
46
1
29.05.2019 09:32
32
2,999 STBN-9-238,STBN-9-825,STBN-9-41,STBN-9-746
29.05.2019 09:32
46
1
29.05.2019 10:28
43
1
29.05.2019 10:31
43
1
29.05.2019 10:36
24
2,999 STBN-9-669
29.05.2019 11:29
48
1,999 STBN-2-425
29.05.2019 11:39
16
1 STBN-3-807,STBN-2-533,STBN-2-413,STBN-1-230
29.05.2019 12:54
15
1,999 STBN-2-516,STBN-1-131,STBN-3-907,STBN-3-992,STBN-1-295
29.05.2019 13:37
16
1 STBN-3-807,STBN-2-533,STBN-2-413,STBN-1-230
29.05.2019 13:40
16
1
29.05.2019 15:07
7
1 STBN-2-540,STBN-1-320,STBN-2-581,STBN-1-53
29.05.2019 15:14 47,24,27,5,48,32
999
29.05.2019 15:43
38
1,999 STBN-1-190,STBN-3-798,STBN-1-200
29.05.2019 15:48
43
1 STBN-2-429,STBN-1-225,STBN-1-195,STBN-1-94,STBN-2-389
29.05.2019 16:16
14
1,999 STBN-3-980
29.05.2019 16:41
21
2 STBN-9-252,STBN-9-949,STBN-9-722
29.05.2019 19:18
22
2
29.05.2019 19:25
22
2
30.05.2019 09:20
14
1,999 STBN-1-23
30.05.2019 09:52
7
1,999 STBN-2-540,STBN-1-320,STBN-2-581
30.05.2019 10:33
21
2,999 STBN-9-252,STBN-9-949,STBN-9-722
30.05.2019 14:13
44
1 STBN-3-941,STBN-2-488,STBN-3-946,STBN-3-690
30.05.2019 14:54
14,5,15,6,40
999
30.05.2019 16:07
7
1,999 STBN-1-53
30.05.2019 16:21
2
2,999 STBN-9-384,STBN-9-563,STBN-9-616,STBN-9-613,STBN-9-817
30.05.2019 18:25
18
1 STBN-3-770,STBN-1-259,STBN-2-517
30.05.2019 19:05
43
1,999 STBN-2-429,STBN-1-225,STBN-1-195,STBN-1-94,STBN-2-389
30.05.2019 19:45
49
2,999 STBN-9-990
31.05.2019 09:21
34
2,999 STBN-9-877
31.05.2019 09:54
50
1 STBN-1-28,STBN-2-538,STBN-3-787
31.05.2019 10:10
15,7,21,32
999

Material

Counter

RKIT1000

counter2

BOTL1000

counter4

BOTL1000,OHMT1000

ORMN1000,EPAD1000,RKIT1000
PRTR1000,PRTR2000,ORMN1000,EPAD1000,RHMT1000
PRTR1000,PUMP1000,DXTR1000

counter1,counter4
counter3,counter2,counter4

DXTR2000,DXTR3000,ORMN1000

counter3,counter2,counter4

PRTR1000

counter1

BOTL1000,RKIT1000,SHRT1000
CAGE1000
DXTR2000,ORWN1000

counter1,counter4

DXTR3000,BOTL1000

counter1,counter5

ORWN1000,EPAD1000,CAGE1000,SHRT1000

counter2,counter1,counter5,counter4

ORWN1000,EPAD1000,CAGE1000,SHRT1000
ORMN1000,RKIT1000,CAGE1000,FAID1000
DXTR2000,FAID1000,SHRT1000,ORWN1000,ORMN1000,EPAD1000,OHMT1000

counter1,counter5,counter4

DXTR2000,ORWN1000,BOTL1000,KPAD1000,RKIT1000

counter3,counter1,counter5

DXTR2000,PRTR1000,ORWN1000

counter2,counter5

DXTR1000,FAID1000,OHMT1000,SHRT1000
DXTR2000,DXTR1000,PRTR2000,RKIT1000,FAID1000,OHMT1000

counter3,counter5,counter4

DXTR1000,BOTL1000,KPAD1000

counter1,counter4

KPAD1000,PUMP1000,SHRT1000
FAID1000,ORWN1000,RHMT1000,RKIT1000,KPAD1000

counter3,counter2

Figure 6.4: Fragment of an object-centric event log in CSV format.
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Chapter 7

Analyzing SAP Inventory Process
Using OCPM
To analyze the simulated inventory process using process mining, we first specify the
"adjusting screws" of the CPN model for both scenarios. After that, we regard results
from object-centric and traditional process analysis after flattening the event logs, and
compare the outcomes.

7.1

Experimental Setup

We regard two different scenarios. The first scenario depicts a "normal" scenario, reflecting
assumptions as realistic as possible. The second scenario reflects the behavior of a warehouse manager who initiates comparatively many recounts. Therefore, we use different
parameters in the CPN simulation. The table below shows the values.
no. of inventory records
no. of events
time period
expected no. of bins per record
probability of chr
if chr: expected no. of bins added
probability for a material to be drawn from
the material pool (17 types in total)
(until min. length of material list is achieved)
probability of a counted quantity
to deviate from stock quantity
probability of cc
probability of ir
max. recount version
if cc: probability of a quantity to be changed
cdw: probability of a bin to be cleared
cdi: probability of a (difference-) quant to be cleared
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Normal
50
351
one month
3
0.2
2
0.15

Many Recounts
80
596
two months
5
0.4
4
0.5

0.5

0.75

0.4
0.4
5
0.5
0.7
0.7

0.2
0.5
10
0.25
0.9
0.5
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7.2

Process Analysis

We provide results from both object-centric and traditional process mining techniques
to evaluate our study and provide potential starting points for businesses that want to
improve their ERP processes. As input, we give the OCELs for the two scenarios of the
inventory process or its exploded version after flattening, respectively.

Figure 7.1: Discovered object-centric Petri net (OCPN) for scenario 1, containing object
types inventory record, storage bin, material.
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7.2.1

Object-Centric Process Discovery

Figure 7.1 shows the discovered OCPN for scenario 1 (normal). We confine ourselves to
object types inventory record, storage bin and material. We see that the model contains
many silent transitions. This is because the process allows for many different traces
and loops. For instance, several recounts can be initiated and an inventory record can be
changed several times. Moreover, when looking at the control flow of object type material,
we see that there are arcs that allow a material type to go from activity Clear Differences
IM to Enter Inventory Count. That is because a material type can occur within various
inventory records. Therefore, we remind the design decision from the CPN simulation,
where material types were returned to the corresponding pool.
To derive a more transparent process model, we apply "preprocessing". Therefore, we
exploit the relation between material and quants. Figure 7.2 shows the clearer model.
Aiming to imitate the object type quant, for each material type occurring in the event log,

Figure 7.2: Discovered object-centric Petri net (OCPN) for scenario 1, containing object
types inventory record, storage bin, and quant instead of material.
we add a single character to the string identifier of the material. This character is always
the number of the inventory record to which the material refers for this specific event.
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Although these artificially generated quant numbers are not equal to the actual quant
numbers in the SAP system, it is ensured that there is a one-to-one mapping between
the actual quant numbers and the artificial ones in the log. This way, we ensure that the
material types are not "transferred back" to the beginning of the model.
To compare the process executions of the two scenarios, it can help to look at smaller
parts of an OCPN or just regard models involving one object type. Below, we enlist some
insights that can be drawn from the discovered control flows:

Figure 7.3: Excerpt of the OCPNs for both scenarios with Inventory record as only object
type. In both scenarios, Change Inventory Record can be skipped by a silent transition.
However, for scenario 2 we obtain a loop such that traces with several consecutive Change
Inventory Record events are allowed. Thus, the OCPN contains more silent transitions.
• Figure 7.3 shows that in the process model for scenario 2, a Change Inventory Record
event can be directly followed by another Change Inventory Record event. For scenario 1, this is not the case.
• Figure 7.4 shows that in the process model for scenario 1, a Change Inventory Count
event can be directly followed by another Change Inventory Count event. For scenario 2, this is not the case.
• Figure 7.4 shows that in the process model for scenario 2, a Change Inventory Count
event can occur before an Initiate Recount event. For scenario 1, this is not the case.
• Figure 7.5 shows that in scenario 1, there were inventory records without any deviations. This can be implied from the object flow from place Inventory Record 12 to
place Inventory Record 1. In scenario 2, there were no such inventory records.
• Figure 7.5 shows that according to the process model for scenario 1: once items
(quants) from an inventory record were cleared on IM level, no more items (bins)
are cleared for this inventory record on WM level. This restriction is not valid for
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Figure 7.4: Excerpt of the OCPNs for both scenarios with Inventory record as only object
type. In contrast to scenario 2, the OCPN for scenario 1 contains a loop that allows
for several consecutive Change Inventory Count events. Moreover, the transition Initiate
Recount is arranged differently. In scenario 1, there is no path from Change Inventory
Count to Initiate Recount. In scenario 2, a recount can still be initiated after a count
result has been changed manually.

Figure 7.5: Excerpt of the OCPNs for both scenarios with Inventory record as only object
type. The silent transition t5 in the OCPN for scenario 1 indicates that this model allows
for traces ending with Clear Differences WM. If an inventory record skips transition Clear
Differences IM, it did not capture any deviation from the stock quantities. For scenario 2,
such inventory records did not exist. Moreover, the OCPN for scenario 1 (unlike scenario
2) does not contain a path from Clear Differences IM to Clear Differences WM.
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scenario 2.
Concerning object types storage type and counter, which we have not included in the models since they would have made it even more convoluted, we note that these do not provide
meaningful insights in our setting. Investigating the storage type would be interesting if
the warehouse contained many different physical storage types. In this case, we could see,
for example, inventory records of how many different storage types are activated at once under the premise that discovery algorithms provide such diagnostics. Also, the analysis
of counters becomes interesting only then.

7.2.2

Object-Centric Conformance Checking

To check the conformance between an existing OCPN and an OCEL (observed behavior),
we can use the token-based replay technique by Adams et al. [15]. We could check the
conformance between the OCPN for the normal scenario and the event log for the many
recounts scenario.
Unfortunately, the OCPN we discovered earlier for the normal scenario contains too many
silent transitions (τ -transitions). The algorithm does not yield values for precision and
fitness for OCPNs with too many silent transitions due to computational complexity.
To still apply this technique to the inventory process, we apply more "preprocessing" to
obtain a simpler model with less silent transitions. Proceeding from the process model that
contains quant instead of material as object type (figure 7.2), we aim to eliminate even
more silent transitions. Therefore, we remove infrequent behavior from the corresponding
dataset. After flattening the OCEL (inventory record becomes case identifier), we use
Disco to remove the infrequent traces. As a result, we obtain a log that involves less
inventory records (30 instead of 50). Next, we have to reverse the flattening operation to
discover a new OCPN. Therefore, we must only modify the Clear Differences IM events
that referred to multiple inventory records before flattening.

Figure 7.6: Simplified OCPN for scenario 1 with less silent transitions after removing
infrequent behavior. The model does not contain transitions Change Inventory Record or
Change Inventory Count anymore.
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We apply the conformance checking technique to the simplified OCPN for scenario 1 and
the OCEL for scenario 1 (with quant instead of material) and obtain a value for precision
(0.88) and fitness (0.83). Furthermore, we check the conformance between this OCPN and
the OCEL for scenario 2. For this setting, we obtain a precision of 0.88 and a fitness of
0.69.

7.2.3

Traditional Process Mining

To apply traditional process mining algorithms, each event must refer to precisely one
case. The most suitable object type to be the case identifier is the inventory record. In
our event log(s), all events referring to activities of a type other than Clear Differences IM
already refer to exactly one inventory record number. Hence, only events of type Clear
Differences IM are duplicated.
Using the Inductive Miner in ProM, we discover a Petri net for each scenario, depicted in
figure 7.7 and figure 7.8.

Figure 7.7: Discovered Petri net for scenario 1.

Figure 7.8: Discovered Petri net for scenario 2.
To investigate performance measures, we use Disco 1 . Figure 7.9 and figure 7.10 show
the results. We see the absolute frequencies and the mean duration for each arc. For
instance, we can see that the waiting time between events Activate Inventory Record and
Print Inventory List is significantly higher for scenario 2 (43.5 hrs) than for scenario 1
(22.9 mins). Data convergence can be identified when regarding activity Clear Differences
IM. We detect 68 (scenario 1) and 238 (scenario 2) events of this type, respectively. In
the original (object-centric) event logs, only 18 (scenario 1) and 38 (scenario 2) events of
type Clear Differences IM occurred. Moreover, using Disco, we can gain some interesting
insights when inspecting the variants and cases of the process. For instance, in scenario 2,
there was one inventory record (case) with 30 events and a total duration of 107 days. In
particular, the warehouse manager initiated six recounts during this period. In contrast,
the case with the minimum duration ran for only seven days. Such insights can help
identify resources delaying the process in a real-world setting.
Although we see that traditional process mining algorithms give at least some insights for
the inventory process, we note that this is only the case as long data issues like convergence,
divergence and deficiencies are kept at a low level. Overall, the object-centric process
analysis is more suited to capture reality and should be preferred over traditional process
mining.
1

https://fluxicon.com/disco/
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Figure 7.9: Scenario 1 (Disco)

Figure 7.10: Scenario 2 (Disco)
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Discussion
In this thesis, we applied a pipeline of techniques to enable the object-centric process
analysis of an exemplary business process from an ERP system. Therefore, we identified,
abstracted and studied the continuous inventory process in SAP ERP.
Abstracting such an ERP process is not trivial and requires several design decisions.
Extensive data and domain knowledge are essential to accomplish this. In our study,
we defined activities and object types of the process by exploring the SAP GUI, executing
exemplary procedures, and inspecting the involved tables. In a real-world setting, it is
recommended to consult a domain expert and to define specific questions that should be
answered by the approach. For instance, the semantics of the event log to be extracted can
be ambiguous and must be determined in advance. In our study, we decided to instantiate
object type inventory record for Clear Differences IM events, although the inventory record
numbers actually refer to a storage bin in the logical storage type 999.
To populate the SAP system, we generated commands depicting simulated actions by employees. The employed ERP Simulator provides an innovative approach to make the commands executable and trigger the desired actions in the target SAP system. However, we
also faced challenges in this step. It is essential to identify suitable SAP function modules
to enable the remote function calls. In the case of the inventory process, the available FMs
do not contain documentation and are not destined to be called remotely. Hence, one must
first learn the functionality and parameters through experimenting. Also, we had to find
a workaround for the simulation of a Clear Differences WM event since tables LAGP and
LQUA are not modified as intended by the FM L_DIFFERENZEN_AUSBUCHEN. For
more common business processes, such as the O2C or GR process, the corresponding FMs
are suitable for remote calls and provide detailed documentation of the parameters.
The extraction of the OCEL was not feasible since, in the employed SAP system, changes
to tables from the WM are not recorded. Hence, it can be necessary to adjust the settings
using Customizing requests. This issue highlights another potential obstacle for real-life
applications. Concerning this, Fleig et al. [20] mention potential SAP-specific issues
that do not allow to apply process mining to any process from the ERP system. Having
sketched how an OCEL can be extracted under the right circumstances, we recreated the
event log from an intermediate result of the pipeline, namely the automation log, which is
the output of the CPN simulation. This way, we can still evaluate the simulated inventory
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process and discuss the potential benefits of object-centric process analysis.
Results show that using OCPM algorithms; we can indeed detect inefficiencies of the
process executions through humans. These insights can be employed for different purposes.
From a business point of view, the insights can help raise awareness for inefficiencies,
unintended traces of activities, or the use of resources such as counters. We, therefore,
provided a catalog of insights that can be derived by regarding the discovered OCPN.
From the view of the ERP system’s stakeholders, such a process analysis can be used to
incorporate implications into the design of future launches of the system.
Concerning the object types, we discovered that not all of the candidates contributed to
the implications. Since the storage types in SAP’s WM have different semantics (physical
vs. logical), we should not assign them to the same category (object type). Moreover,
confining the OCPNs to a selected subset of object types can help reduce the complexity
of the process models. Also, we saw that in retrospect, the object type material was not
the better choice over quant. Quants as objects that can be created, modified and deleted
are more suitable since each quant gets a unique identifier. We saw that the model that
contained quant instead of material as object type was much clearer but reflected the same
behavior.
When applying traditional process mining to the flattened event log of the inventory
process, we only obtain data convergence to a small extent. The only activity that can
refer to several inventory records is Clear Differences IM. Otherwise, the inventory record
would be suited as a case identifier. Through performance analysis, for example, with
Disco, we can infer interesting insights for "single inventories". However, we note that
also Activate Inventory Record events can theoretically refer to several inventory records.
Hence, if we would not have made the assumption that only one record is activated at
once, we would obtain data convergence again. Overall, for ERP processes that do not
offer a unique case notion, it can also be beneficial to apply traditional process mining,
given that convergence and divergence issues are limited to a reasonable degree.

8.1

Threats to Validity

A common problem when designing simulations is that one cannot allow for utterly arbitrary behavior. Hence, a certain degree of recurring patterns is unavoidable. The same
applies to our simulation of the inventory process in CPN Tools. Therefore, we make a
few general assumptions about the process execution while keeping a balanced trade-off
between arbitrariness and feasibility.
We delimit the set of storage bins in the San Diego warehouse. For the simulation, we
consider 2000 storage bins potentially selected for inventory. Both the shelf (001) and the
pallet (002) storage type provide 1000 bins each. To enable the intermediate goods receipt
procedure, we require those bins to be empty before the simulation. Hence, in our SAP
system, we reserve bins STBN-9-000 to STBN-9-999 from the pallet storage type and bins
STBN-1-000 to STBN-1-333, STBN-2-334 to STBN-2-666, and STBN-3-667 to STBN-3-999
from the shelf storage.
Another assumption is that every storage bin occurs on one inventory record at most.
That means we pull bins from the pool randomly but without returning them. This
design decision was made because it is not intended to take inventory of one particular
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bin several times in a continuous inventory. In fact, SAP does not allow adding a storage
bin to a new inventory record, if it is already specified within an active inventory.
Concerning the initiation of a recount, we further assume that if a recount is arranged, all
the involved quants should be recounted, although SAP provides the possibility to mark a
specific subset of quants of an inventory record for recounting. If one wants to change the
quantity of a single quant, one would instead use transaction LI12N (Change Inventory
Count).
Similarly, we expect all count results of one inventory record to be entered into the system
at once. Although it is theoretically possible that the results are transmitted successively,
we assume that the filled physical inventory lists for one inventory record are gathered
before they are passed to the SAP system.
About activity Activate Inventory Record, we have to make the restriction that only one
record is activated at a time. In the SAP GUI (LX22), by marking several documents, one
can activate those at once. Concerning the implementation, this is difficult to simulate
since the responsible SAP function module is designed to activate only one particular
inventory record.
Finally, we have to contemplate the indication of counters. In SAP, it is possible to
specify one planned counter (and a scheduled count date) when creating an inventory
record. However, the actual counting of the bins of one record can be done by different
counters, and even within one storage bin, the counter might vary for the different quants
if there are multiple. Therefore, it seems unrealistic that only one counter is in charge of
an inventory record, and thus the indication of the planned counter within activity Create
Inventory Record is neglected. Hence, the activity Change Inventory Record only allows
changing the set of involved storage bins.
Concerning the counters involved in the actual counting, we assume that there is one
responsible counter for each storage bin. It is inconceivable that several counters are
instructed to inspect one bin, although it is theoretically possible in SAP. In our setting,
we consider five available counters responsible for the inventory of the above-specified set
of storage bins.
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Conclusion
Throughout this study, we automatically populated an SAP ERP system with regular
and realistic executions of the continuous inventory process in SAP ERP by simulation.
Therefore, a solid basis of domain knowledge - that has been acquired by inspecting both
the presentation and database layer - was essential. A special focus was on the object
types of the process to evaluate the results from an object-centric process analysis. We
learned that the first obstacle to enabling (object-centric) process analysis is to abstract
the ERP process to the notions of (object-centric) process mining. Secondly, we faced
issues and difficulties that were due to the particularities of the process (e.g., available
function modules) and the SAP system (e.g., settings for the change tables) both in terms
of the simulation and extraction. To overcome such issues, tailored workarounds were
investigated. Results show that one can obtain interesting implications about the process
executions using object-centric process mining techniques. If data issues like convergence
are kept at a low level, also traditional process mining techniques may help gain additional
insights. However, we learned that object-centric process analysis should be preferred when
analyzing ERP processes like SAP’s inventory process.

9.1

Future Work

The field of OCPM is relatively new and, therefore, only a few algorithms are already
available. In this thesis, we analyzed an ERP process using process discovery to obtain
the control flow of the process and applied conformance checking. In the future, many more
algorithms will become available to also investigate further aspects, such as performance
measures.
To derive insights that have value for real enterprises, a similar study could be conducted
on an SAP ERP system of an actual business. The collaboration of a domain expert, e.g.
a representative of the enterprise, together with a data expert could help extract an OCEL
of a real (not simulated) process to subsequently apply OCPM techniques.
Common business processes from ERP systems other than O2C and P2P could also be
the subject of a comprehensive OCPM study. In this thesis, we touched the surface of
the Goods Receipt (GR) process, another WM process that is executed regularly by many
businesses.
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Since there are also other popular ERP system vendors, the extraction of an OCEL could
be proved for other systems as well, e.g., Oracle ERP Cloud.
Concerning the extraction, which is the most critical part to enable OCPM - at least if
recorded data about process executions already exist - it would be highly beneficial to
generalize the approach by Berti et al. [7] to SAP ERP systems in order to extract event
logs for various SAP processes in a flexible way.
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Appendix A

Details of the CPN Model
A.1

Workflow

First, the model produces as many tokens as the number of inventory records that should
be created during the simulated process. After that, each token gets assigned a storage type. Since we consider the Shelf (001) and Pallet Storage (002) of the San Diego
Warehouse, there are two possible options.
Depending on the storage type, the token gets assigned a list of storage bins, drawn from
the corresponding pool. To keep things simple, both of those places initially contain 1000
tokens being Integers from 0 to 999. After that, the tokens finally get assigned an inventory
record number, according to the order in which they arrive at the corresponding place in
the Petri net. This is done to ensure that in the automation log, there are no two events
cri for which the temporally first of them has a higher record number than the second
one. This is because SAP uses number range intervals for the inventory record numbers.
When creating a new record, the system automatically assigns the next available number.
Since all necessary information for creating a new inventory record are now attached to
the token, the event cri can be logged.
Optionally, the set of storage bins of the token is extended by drawing more bins from
the pool. This modification corresponds to changing an inventory. Hence, a chr event is
potentially added to the log.
To be able to simulate the activation of an inventory record, the token gets assigned a
list of material types. Since we also want to simulate the distribution of material partly
randomly, we assume the bins in our SAP system to be empty initially and fill the involved
bins of an inventory record just before activating the record by performing a goods receipt
process. When activating a record, the system must know how many and which quants
are located in each bin of the inventory record.
Therefore, a subset from the pool of all available material types is attached to the token.
Unlike the pools of storage bins, the selected material types are being returned to the pool
such that each token has the chance to receive any material type. It is ensured that the
length of the material list is greater or equal to the number of storage bins of the token.
This is necessary for each bin to contain at least one quant later.
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Eventually, a mapping between the storage bins and the material types of the token is
attached to the token: Let b be the number of storage bins and m the number of material
types. It holds that 0 < b ≤ m. We define n := ⌊m/b⌋. Bins b1 , ..., bb−1 get assigned n
material types (or quants) each. Bin bb gets assigned n+(m mod b) quants. In particular,
bin b1 gets assigned material types m1 , ..., mn , bin b2 gets assigned mn+1 , ..., m2n and so
on. Figure 5.3 shows an example.
Simultaneously, we generate a quantity for each quant and add that information to the
token. It is important to note that this number represents the stock level according to
the ERP system and may not be mixed up with the quantities counted during inventory
later. In particular, we already need this information at this stage because when filling
the bins through a good receipt, we must indicate a certain quantity. These quantities
are generated randomly by calling a function that picks a value according to a Poisson
distribution. Eventually, the automation log is extended by an ar event.
Having blocked all the involved storage bins of a certain inventory record, the next step to
execute the process properly is to print a physical list which the counters will use to record
the actual stock quantities. This does not require any modification of the token.
After printing the initial inventory list, the only valid action is to enter the count results.
Therefore, we add another list with quantities for each quant or material, respectively. To
create this list to which we refer as counted quantities from now on, a function loops over
the stock quantity list and either copies the quantity or computes a new quantity with a
certain probability. Additionally, we create a list of counters and attach it to the token
such that every storage bin gets assigned one random counter (c1 to c5).
After that, there are three possible options. Either the count results are changed (cc), a
recount is initiated (ir) or the token enters the second part of the model.
To simulate a cc event, the token’s list of counted quantities is modified. Each quantity
is changed with a certain probability. After the event has been logged, the token is
transferred back to the above mentioned decision point.
Let us assume that a recount should be initiated. A condition that must be fulfilled is that
the recount version of the corresponding token is below a certain threshold . Otherwise, if
we would not set such a constraint, the model would allow for infinite loops. The recount
version of the token is increased while the counted quantities and counters are deleted.
Having arranged a recount, the next action must be to print new physical inventory lists
before entering new count results.
In the second part of the CPN, activities Clear Differences WM and Clear Differences
IM are simulated. It is important to recall that when clearing differences in WM, we do
this storage bin-wise. In particular, we clear differences for an arbitrary subset of storage
bins from one certain inventory record. Therefore, we from now on store for one token not
only to which inventory record it belongs but also which storage bins of this record have
already been cleared. More precisely, multiple tokens for one inventory record may occur
in the Petri net.
To simulate a cdw event, a sublist is selected from the list with bins yet to be cleared. This
sublist containing the bins to be cleared by the event is additionally attached to the token.
After that, the list of bins to be cleared is while simultaneously, the cdw event is logged.
Also, the token is duplicated. One token is passed to the final part of the model, where
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Figure A.1: First part of the model which is responsible for creating events of type cri
and chr.
differences are cleared in the IM. The other is sent "backward" to clear the remaining bins
of the inventory record.
The only remaining activity is now Clear Differences IM. To remind: In SAP, clearing
differences on WM level creates one quant per difference in storage type 999. When calling
transaction LI21 to clear differences also on the IM level, the user can choose an arbitrary
set of quants in storage type 999. Therefore, the clearing happens quant-wise, so we define
a custom colorset called Quant in CPN Tools. Such a quant is a triplet of one inventory
record number, a material type, and an integer determining the difference’s positive or
negative amount. The inventory record number is needed since the quants in storage
type 999 are located in storage bins named after the inventory record number where they
stem from. Hence, we will later need this information to implement the corresponding
RFC.
In order to simulate a cdi event, the token - still storing all the information about one
certain inventory record - is transformed into tokens of type Quant which are then passed
to a place functioning as pool of all available "difference-quants".
From this pool, a subset of quants is chosen and a cdi event is logged. The creation of the
automation log is complete once all quants corresponding to differences from all created
inventory records have also been cleared on the IM level.

A.2

Implementation Example

A.1 shows an excerpt of the employed model in CPN Tools. What has already been
explained from a high level earlier will now be illustrated by a few examples. The excerpt covers two of the process’ activities: Create Inventory Record and Change Inventory
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Record.
The initial marking in this submodel consists of one token of type unit, which is the
simplest type in CPN Tools with only one possible value in the place init, one token of
type Integer with value 1 in place inventory record, as well as 1000 tokens of type sb which
is a custom colorset for representing the storage bins in each of the places which were
indicated as pools of available storage bins earlier.
At first, only the transition open log file is enabled. When this transition is fired by
consuming the token, the log file is opened with the header that has been defined elsewhere.
Subsequently, it passes a token of type IId (custom colorset to represent inventory record
numbers) with value 1 to place i1. Note that a place stores only tokens of one fixed type.
Together with the transition trigger, this place is used to produce as many tokens of type
IId as specified in the inscription above the transition, in this case, 1. In particular, each
such token should have a unique value.
Having now one token for each inventory record we want to create in place i2, the next
transition changes the type of the consumed token before it is passed to the next place. The
arc inscription specifies a four-tuple with the consumed IId being the first component, a
random choice between 001 and 002 (both of type st, which is a custom colorset for storage
type) in second place, an empty list as well as a function call nof_bins() in the last place.
This four-tuple defines an instance of type IDoc, a custom colorset for inventory records.
Later in the model, this "standard" type of a token to represent one specific inventory
record is changed when it is enriched with even more information, such as material or
quantities. For now, it stores the inventory record number, the storage type, a list of
storage bins, and the number of bins as an auxiliary component.
The function nof_bins() determines the number of storage bins that should be drawn
from the pool. Its output is a value taken from a Poisson distribution with a statistically
anticipated value of, e.g., two added to one to ensure that at least one bin is chosen for
inventory. The part of the arc inscription which starts with @++ adds a certain amount
of time to the token. In this case, it adds an average waiting time of three days and seven
days at most. Each token of type IDoc in place i3 is consumed as many times by one of
the transitions add bins from 001/002 (depending on the attached storage type) as the
just calculated number of bins for this record. By decrementing the component number
of bins each time, we ensure that once the desired number of bins has been drawn, the
transition creation done consumes the token. Each time one of the transitions add bins
from 001/002 is fired, one bin from the corresponding pool is drawn and added to the list
of bins of this token/record.
The transition called creation done takes the token (iid,st,stbns,nofb) of type IDoc and
the token in place inventory record (in our case 1, representing the next available record
number). It increments the IId and transfers it back to the place. Also, it attaches a
new inventory record number to the token, which is the IId just taken. This auxiliary
transition ensures that the inventory record numbers of the tokens in place document out
align with the chronological order in which they arrive. This is critical since we have
already added a random amount of time to the tokens. Moreover, by adjusting the initial
marking of place inventory record, one can set the first assigned record number to the next
available number of the number range interval for inventory records in SAP.
Eventually, the next transition can consume the token with the new record number, which
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is responsible for logging the event. The function event_idoc(i,act) writes a new row into
the automation log containing the relevant fields.
Proceeding from place i4 which is a decision point, the token is consumed by transition
Change Inv. Doc. with a probability of 20 percent. Otherwise, it is consumed by a
transition that is not captured in this excerpt.
In place i5, the token is consumed as many times by the suitable transition (depending
on storage type) as bins should be added. The number of bins to be added to the token’s
storage bin list is computed by function nof_bins2(). Those bins are drawn from the same
pools as before without returning. Eventually, the updated token is logged, and its time
information is refreshed.
The colorset IDocP is employed to attach the added bins not only to the storage bin list
of the token, but also in a separate list. This is necessary to distinguish which bins have
been added in the and which were already there.
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RCFs to Populate the SAP
System
The implementation of the RFCs for the inventory process is not trivial due to missing
documentation of the corresponding FMs. In the following, we explore all FMs used to
implement the RFCs and specify for each what it does in relation to the inventory tables.
Eventually, we discuss the implementation of one specific RFC as an example.

B.1

Employed SAP FMs

• L_BUCHEN_HINZUFUEGEN: This FM has already been discussed in chapter 5.
• L_BUCHEN_VERAENDERN: This FM is used to change the inventory record
specified in field Inventory Record of the current chr event in the automation log.
We only employ it to add one or several storage bins to the inventory record. In
particular, we do not change further header information, such as the planned count
date. By instantiating INP, we make sure that one new row is added to LINP for
each new bin, specified in the auxiliary field Bins To Book of the automation log.
Since the field Storage Bins contains also the already present bins, we require this
auxiliary field. While XLINK is instantiated with the corresponding row of the
present state of LINK, INV can still be neglected.
• L_AKTIVIEREN_VERAENDERN: We use this FM to activate an inventory.
IVAKT in the header table is set to "X" for the concerning inventory record. Moreover,
LINV has to be extended. For each storage bin of an inventory record (in field
Storage Bins), we add one row to LINV for each quant located inside (the quants
are implicitly fixed by the material numbers in field Material). In each such row,
NANUM and NVERS are set to "00" initially, ISTAT to "N" (not counted), MENGE to 0, and
MEINS to "EA.” The other fields such as IVNUM, LGTYP, LGPLA, MATNR are instantiated
according to the corresponding ar event in the automation log.
The only field that cannot be implied from the automation log is the unique quant
number (LQNUM) since the system automatically assigns this. Therefore, we employ
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BAPI_WHSE_STOCK_GET_LIST, which provides the desired quant number as
an export parameter.
Looking into the ABAP code, one can see that L_AKTIVIEREN_VERAENDERN
not only causes changes to the inventory tables but also to LAGP and LQUA. In
particular, for each storage bin in LAGP and each quant in LQUA corresponding to
the activated inventory, a flag is being set to block the bin and quant, respectively.
• L_VERAENDERN_NACH_DRUCK: To update the print status of an inventory (in the case of a pl event), field DSTAT in LINK and for affiliated item rows
(bins) in LINP is set to "X”. LINV would only be affected in a real-world setting
since it contains a field ISEIT that specifies for each quant of an inventory record on
which page of the printed inventory list it can be found.
• L_ZAEHLUNG_BUCHEN: This FM is used whenever an ec or cc event in the
automation log occurs, i.e., when an inventory count is entered or changed. First, it
sets the field ISTAT to "Z" in the header table and for each bin in LINP and quant in
LINV for which a count result should be registered. The affected items are specified
in the fields Storage Bins and Material of the current row in the automation log.
Moreover, fields MENGE and MENGA in LINV are updated according to the values of
Quantities. UNAME indicates the counter of each quant in INV and can be determined
by the overlying storage bin of a quant using the field Counters of the automation log.
This is because we generate one counter for each storage bin in the CPN simulation.
• L_NACHZAEHLUNG_VERANLASSEN: This FM is executed to initiate a
recount for a particular inventory record after an ir event has been detected in
the automation log. ISTAT in LINK and LINP is set to "A" (partly counted) for
the entries corresponding to the current inventory. Moreover, the field DSTAT is
simultaneously being emptied in these rows since new inventory lists need to be
printed for the recount. In LINV, for each quant we add a new entry in which we
set ISTAT to "N" (not counted), NVERS to the updated recount version, MENGE to 0,
and all other fields equal to the row corresponding to the same quant of the previous
recount version. Additionally, NANUM is set to "00" in this new row to indicate that
it refers to the most recent count, while NANUM is also updated in the row which was
previously the most recent one. Assuming a row in LINV corresponds to the second
registration of the concerning quant’s count results, then NANUM would be set to "02"
in this row.
• L_DIFFERENZEN_AUSBUCHEN: This FM is called when a specific subset
of storage bins of one inventory should be cleared on WM level (cdw). For all
bins chosen to be cleared according to the event in the automation log, the related
entry in LINP is altered by setting the field ISTAT to "L" (cleared). Analogously,
the inventory status of all quants that belong to the selected bins is set to cleared
in LINV. In particular, since a quant may have several rows in LINV because of
multiple counts, only the row with the most recent recount version is affected. If a
cdw event clears all remaining bins of an inventory record, i.e., all bins that have not
been cleared on WM level yet, the inventory status in the header table is also set
to cleared. To check this condition in the implementation, we passed the auxiliary
fields such as Bins To Book in the automation log.
• L_TO_CREATE_MULTIPLE: When clearing differences on WM level, we do
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not only want to update the inventory tables but also LAGP and LQUA. In particular, we need to create a quant in storage type 999 for each detected difference between
stock quantity and counted quantity. L_DIFFERENZEN_AUSBUCHEN does neither adapt LAGP nor LQUA as required. Therefore, we must find a workaround for
this issue. Using two transfer orders (TO), we create the quants in storage type 999.
One TO is responsible for all differences corresponding to a surplus (counted quantity greater than stock quantity) and the other one for all differences comparing to a
shortage (stock quantity greater than measured quantity). This subdivision is necessary since a TO must have one specific movement type. We distinguish between
711 (for shortage) and 712 (for surplus).
• L_TO_CONFIRM: To complete the TOs, we have to confirm each by calling
this FM.
• L_IM_POSTING_CREATE: To also register the found deviations in the Inventory Management (IM) by resolving the quants corresponding to differences,
we employ this FM. It expects several mandatory import parameters. Those are
I_TCODE which indicates the current transaction code (for our purposes: LI21),
I_AUFRUFER, which indicates the initiator of the FM (in our case: WM), and
I_BWART, which defines the movement type. We distinguish between type 711,
which corresponds to a decrease of the unrestricted-use stock, and 712, which indicates an increase of the unrestricted-use stock.
Since we have to choose between 711 and 712 when calling the FM, we can either
clear positive or negative differences per call. This is why in the implementation,
we call the FM twice. Therefore, the list with differences in field Quantities of the
automation log (for a cdi event) is subdivided into two separate lists according to
the sign of deviation.
For each FM call, we further need to specify a tables parameter called T_LQUA_IM.
We add one row to it per difference in the sublist (either the positive or negative
list). In each row, we must specify the corresponding material type (field Material).
Besides, the storage bin in storage type 999 containing the quant/difference has to be
specified. Therefore, we use field Inventory Records of the cdi event. We remember
that within storage type 999, the storage bin where a quant/difference is stored aligns
with the inventory record number it stems from. Moreover, the absolute value of the
difference (stored in Quantities) has to be specified as well as the storage type itself
(999) and the already known fields LGNUM (warehouse number) and MEINS (base
unit of measure, "EA"). In addition, the storage location of the concerned material
type has to be passed for each difference. Since the San Diego warehouse only allows
to store trading goods (TG) such as knee pads and finished goods (FG) such as
bikes, we have to distinguish between these two types. The CPN simulation ensures
that only material types of these two categories are drawn and put into storage.
• BAPI_WHSE_STOCK_GET_LIST: This auxiliary FM is remotely called
whenever we must retrieve a quant number (LQNUM). Since SAP offers documentation
for this FM, we do not explicitly mention each parameter of this FM. After passing
the parameters warehouse number, material type, storage location, and storage bin,
the FM determines the quants that fit those criteria. Since we ensure in the CPN
simulation that in a storage bin, every material occurs at most once (we neglect batch
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numbers), the resulting set of quants always contains precisely one quant. After the
execution, the desired quant number can be retrieved from a tables parameter which
functions as an export parameter.

B.2

Implementation Example

Below you can see an exemplary code snippet from the implementation of the ProM plugin
where an RFC is triggered for activating an inventory record. The first method starts the
GR process to fill the storage bins specified on the current inventory record. All necessary information can be retrieved using the Parameter Mapping, passed as a parameter
(paramMap). With it, one can access the attributes of the corresponding command.
Once the GR procedure is complete, the actual FM that should be called is specified.
In particular, a JCo function is declared to access the parameter lists. XLINK is the
only import parameter that must be instantiated. It is a JCo structure because only one
row is necessary. We instantiate it the way we want the header table (LINK ) to look
afterward. In particular, the field IVAKT is set to "X" to flag that the inventory record is
activated.
Having set XLINK to the value of the JCo structure xlink, we proceed with the tables
parameters. As a preliminary measure, we declare an array for both the storage bin list
and the material list of the current command. Afterward, we declare the (initially empty)
JCo table inp for the parameter INP. For each storage bin in stbnArray, a new row
is added to inp, and the fields are set such that the item table LINP is set correctly.
Since the activation of a record does not affect this table, we reconstruct the state as it
was before this ar event. All information necessary can be retrieved from the current
command using the Parameter Mapping. When setting the field LGPLA, we must make a
case distinction since, in our stbnArray, there are stored simple integers. However, the
string of the form STBN-T-XYZ can be easily reconstructed using the storage type of the
current command.
Things become more interesting for INV. For each quant or material of a record, we must
add a row to LINV. Since INV also contains the field LGPLA which specifies the storage
bin in which the concerned quant is located, we must recreate the mapping between bins
and quants, which has already been introduced within the CPN simulation.
To retrieve the unique number of a quant that has been allocated by the system automatically during the goods receipt, we call the function getLqnum. On the fly, the remote FM
BAPI_WHSE_STOCK_GET_LIST is executed, as explained in an earlier section.
Eventually, the JCo function is executed with the parameters set as required.
public static void activateInventoryRecord(JCoDestination
dest,Map<String,String> paramMap) throws JCoException {
/*Intermediate Step: According to the CPN simulation, fill the storage
bins that are specified on the document which should be activated, with
the material that got randomly distributed to the bins
-> Execute a goods receipt process with RFCs*/
fillStorageBins(dest,paramMap);
JCoRepository sapRepository = dest.getRepository();
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JCoFunctionTemplate template =
sapRepository.getFunctionTemplate("L_AKTIVIEREN_VERAENDERN");
JCoFunction function = template.getFunction();
//IMPORT PARAMS
JCoStructure xlink =
function.getImportParameterList().getStructure("XLINK");
xlink.setValue("MANDT",
xlink.setValue("LGNUM",
xlink.setValue("IVNUM",
xlink.setValue("ISTAT",
xlink.setValue("NVERS",
xlink.setValue("LGTYP",
xlink.setValue("IVAKT",

323);
100);
paramMap.get("IVNUM"));
"N");
paramMap.get("NVERS"));
paramMap.get("LGTYP"));
"X");

function.getImportParameterList().setValue("XLINK", xlink);
//TABLE PARAMS
//
INP and INV
String [] matArray = paramMap.get("MAT_LIST").split(",");
int nofm = matArray.length;
String [] stbnArray = paramMap.get("STBN_LIST").split(",");
int nofb = stbnArray.length;
//INP
JCoTable inp = function.getTableParameterList().getTable("INP");
for(int k=0;k<nofb;k++) { //for each storage bin
inp.appendRow();
inp.setValue("MANDT", 323);
inp.setValue("LGNUM", 100);
inp.setValue("IVNUM", paramMap.get("IVNUM"));
inp.setValue("IVPOS", k+1);
inp.setValue("ISTAT", "N");
if(paramMap.get("LGTYP").equals("001")) {//shelf storage
if(Integer.parseInt(stbnArray[k]) < 334) {
inp.setValue("LGPLA", "STBN-1-" + stbnArray[k]);
}
else if(Integer.parseInt(stbnArray[k]) < 667) {
inp.setValue("LGPLA", "STBN-2-" + stbnArray[k]);
}
else if(Integer.parseInt(stbnArray[k]) < 1000) {
inp.setValue("LGPLA", "STBN-3-" + stbnArray[k]);
}
}
else {//pallet storage
inp.setValue("LGPLA", "STBN-9-" + stbnArray[k]);
}
inp.setValue("GEBKZ", "X"); //flag that current entry is already in the
database
}
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function.getTableParameterList().setValue("INP", inp);
//INV
JCoTable inv = function.getTableParameterList().getTable("INV");

//Recreate Mapping from CPN simulation
Map<String,String> mapping = new HashMap<String,String>();
int matCount = 0;
int binCount = 0;
int matPerBin = nofm/nofb;
while(binCount < nofb) {
for(int k=0; k<matPerBin; k++) {
mapping.put(matArray[matCount+k], stbnArray[binCount]);
}
binCount++;
matCount=matCount+matPerBin;
}
while(matCount<nofm) {
mapping.put(matArray[matCount], stbnArray[stbnArray.length-1]);
matCount++;
}
//Mapping complete
int currentBin;
String currentBinString = "";
for(int i=0; i<nofm; i++) {//loop over matArray
inv.appendRow();
inv.setValue("MANDT", 323);
inv.setValue("LGNUM", 100);
inv.setValue("IVNUM", paramMap.get("IVNUM"));
for(int k=0; k<nofb; k++) { //loop over stbnArray to determine IVPOS
if(stbnArray[k] == mapping.get(matArray[i])) {
inv.setValue("IVPOS", k+1);
break;
}
}
inv.setValue("NANUM",
inv.setValue("ISTAT",
inv.setValue("NVERS",
inv.setValue("LGTYP",

"00");
"N");
0);
paramMap.get("LGTYP"));

if(paramMap.get("LGTYP").equals("001")) {
currentBin = Integer.parseInt(mapping.get(matArray[i]));
if(currentBin < 334) {
inv.setValue("LGPLA", "STBN-1-" + mapping.get(matArray[i]));
currentBinString = "STBN-1-" + mapping.get(matArray[i]);
}
else if(currentBin < 667) {
inv.setValue("LGPLA", "STBN-2-" + mapping.get(matArray[i]));
currentBinString = "STBN-2-" + mapping.get(matArray[i]);
}
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else if(currentBin < 1000) {
inv.setValue("LGPLA", "STBN-3-" + mapping.get(matArray[i]));
currentBinString = "STBN-3-" + mapping.get(matArray[i]);
}
}
else {
inv.setValue("LGPLA", "STBN-9-" + mapping.get(matArray[i]));
currentBinString = "STBN-9-" + mapping.get(matArray[i]);
}
inv.setValue("LQNUM", getLqnum(dest, paramMap, matArray[i],
currentBinString));//getLqnum calls FM BAPI_WHSE_STOCK_GET_LIST
inv.setValue("MATNR",
inv.setValue("WERKS",
inv.setValue("MEINS",
inv.setValue("KZINV",

matArray[i]);
"SD00");
"EA");
"PZ");

}
function.getTableParameterList().setValue("INV", inv);
function.execute(dest);
String message=String.format("Activate Inventory Document %s
(L_AKTIVIEREN_VERAENDERN)",paramMap.toString());
logger.info(message);
throwExceptionOnError(function);
}
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